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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Nanomagnet Applications in Multiferroic Heterostructures 

 

by 

 

Xu Li 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2017 

Professor Christopher S. Lynch, Chair 

 

 

Over the past decade there have been considerable research efforts directed at controlling spin 

dynamics in nanomagnets. Spin dynamics generally covers two regimes, one is large amplitude 

motion associated with equilibrium magnetization state change with storage media applications 

that use parallel and antiparallel magnetization configurations to represent “0” and “1” states of 

memory bits. The other type is small amplitude oscillation, wherein spin precesses around its 

equilibrium state within a small cone angle. This behavior is generally used to design radio 

frequency(RF) devices. One of the approaches to controlling spin dynamics in nanomagnets is to 

use strain-mediated multiferroic heterostructures that consist of a nanomagnet deposited on a 

piezoelectric substrate wherein the magnetic state in the nanomagnet can be altered by electric 

field induced piezo-strain in piezoelectric substrates. Three innovative applications of 

nanomagnets via this piezo-driven method for both types of spin dynamics are presented in this 
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dissertation: perpendicular magnetic tunnel junctions (pMTJ) in magnetoresistive random access 

memory(MRAM), surface acoustic wave(SAW) driven spin wave resonance (SWR) devices for 

RF transducers design, and multiferroic multiband tunable filters. Finite element analysis (FEA) 

simulation results in this dissertation demonstrated a 180-degree magnetization switch in the free 

layer of a pMTJ in response to an in-plane effective magnetic field induced by strain.  

Experimental work on thin film characterization is discussed that provides PMA material 

candidates for future pMTJ designs. A longer distance travelling spin wave (up to 1200um) in a 

SAW driven SWR device was obtained through magnetoelastic coupling. Three factors that 

affect energy transmission rate in this device have been investigated, which are film size, SAW 

wave vector k and spin pumping effect.  Furthermore, a new type of E-field tuning multiband 

filter based on multiferroic heterostructure was proposed in this dissertation, which exhibits 

multiple absorption peaks and a large E-field tunability resulting from the acoustic and optical 

modes of spin interaction in magnetic layered structures. This work provides valuable insights 

into spin dynamics in nanomagnets. It opens up a new design space for next generation 

spintronic devices.  
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Chapter 1 . Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 
 

Multiferroic material/structure has been an intense research hotspot which uses electric field 

induced strain to alter the magnetic state in a magnetostrictive element. This growing interest 

results from ongoing need for smaller and faster system in the fields of spintronics, radio 

frequency(RF) device, antenna and advanced microwave devices, etc. Multiferroic materials 

usually exhibit simultaneously at least two ferroic ordered phases: magnetic, electric, thermal 

and elastic phase. The relationship between these phases is shown in Fig.1.11. Early efforts on 

investigating multiferroic materials go back to 1895 when Pierre Curie found a strong coupling 

of magnetics and electrics2. In 1960, Landau and Lifshitz proposed a micromagnetics theory that 

describes spin damped precession behavior in an external magnetic field3. On this basis 

Dzyloshinskii predicted that a linear magnetoelectric effect exists in Cr2O3
4, which was 

confirmed later by Astrov who measured the electric field induced magnetization in Cr2O3
5. 

Shortly thereafter Ascher first discovered the simultaneous occurrence of ferroelectricity and 

ferromagnetism in Ni3B7O13I
6. Up to date, many other types of multiferroic materials have been 

investigated, e.g. BiFeO37 and TbMnO38. Piezoelectric materials are one of commonly used 

multiferroic materials that exhibit electric and elastic coupling. They are used to convert sound 

waves into electrical signals in sonar detectors or to design an actuator that converts electrical 

impulses into physical motions. Another type of multiferroic material is magnetostrictive 

materials i.e. Ni, CoFeB, which can convert elastic energy to magnetic energy, and vice versa. 

They are often used to build transducers, actuators and sensors.  
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram showing three types of ferroic ordered phase1. 

Trends toward device miniaturization have led to an increased interest in controlling magnetism 

in a microscale through magnetoelectric coupling. This can be achieved by using multiferroic 

structures. Multiferroic structures are generally composed of a piezoelectric substrate and a 

magnetostrictive element. By applying electric field to the piezoelectric substrate, a consequent 

strain field is generated that is then transferred to its adjacent magnetostrictive layer. This strain 

field thus alters the magnetization state in the nanomagnet through magnetoelastic coupling. 

Compared to conventional method that uses current induced magnetic field to control the 

magnetic state in a nanomagnet, this voltage-driven or strain-mediated method significantly 

reduces energy consumption by replacing driving current with voltage. It also helps reduce the 

dimension of microwave or RF devices that utilized acoustic waves instead of electric current to 

carry the information. In this dissertation, three applications of nanomagnets in multiferroic 

structures are investigated, memory devices, surface acoustic wave(SAW) driven spin wave 

resonance(SWR) devices and multiband tunable filters. Backgrounds for these devices are 

elaborated below.  
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1.1.1. Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory(MRAM) 

 

We are living in a digital age where the economy is information driven. There is an increased 

need for next-generation memory devices in consumer electronic products with higher density, 

higher writing speed and lower energy consumption. Commonly used memory devices are static 

random access memory(SRAM), dynamic random access memory(DRAM), flash memory and 

solid state device(SDD), as shown in Fig.1.2. From CPU to SDD, the cost is gradually decreased 

but the speed also becomes slower.  

SRAM9 uses bi-stable latching circuitry(flip-flop) to a store memory bit. It differs from DRAM 

in that DRAM uses a single capacitor that must be periodically refreshed since charge is 

dissipating with time. SRAM is faster and more expensive than DRAM. It is typically used for 

CPU cache while DRAM is used for a computer’s main memory. Both SRAM and DRAM are 

volatile memory. Flash memory is one of non-volatile memory types. Therefore, it is commonly 

used to store data in electronics device. The two main types of flash memory are named after the 

NAND and NOR logic gates. However, one key disadvantage of flash memory is that it can only 

endure a relatively small number of write cycles. SDD is also a widely used non-volatile storage 

medium that uses integrated circuit assemblies as memory bits to store data. It is also a type of 

random access memory device in which read/write time doesn’t depend on the physical location 

of stored data in the disk. Though SDD and flash memory are non-volatile, they also have poor 

writing/reading speed compared to other types9.   
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Figure 1.2. Memory device pyramid. 

MRAM is drawing a lot of attention recently due to its non-volatile characteristics, higher 

reading/wring speed and lower energy consumption. Unlike conventional RAM chip 

technologies that use electric charge or current flow to store digital information, MRAM utilizes 

two magnetization configurations, parallel or antiparallel, to represent the “0” and “1” state of a 

memory bit in a magnetic layered structure. This layered structure is called magnetic tunnel 

junction(MTJ), which is composed of two magnetic thin layers with one isolator in between. One 

magnetic layer is a permanent magnet set to a particular polarity; the other one's magnetization 

polarity can be reversed by an external field. Fig.1.3(a) shows a typical perpendicular 

MTJ(pMTJ) with the bottom layer as permanent magnet and the top layer is connected to the bit 

line, which “writes” a memory bit by a voltage or current pulse10. Fig.1.3(b) shows the tunnel 

transport in MTJ in parallel(P) and antiparallel(AP) state. P state has a high flow of electrons 

which results in a low resistance, while due to uneven band energy levels, AP state has a low 

flow of electrons that produces a high resistance11. This property converts magnetic information 

to electric information and high/low voltages can be used to represent the “0” or “1” state.  
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Figure 1.3. (a) Typical pMTJ structure10. (b). Tunnel transport in MTJ in parallel(P) and antiparallel(AP) 

state. P state has a low resistance, while AP state has a higher resistance11. 

The goal of the first project discussed in this dissertation was to design a new type of non-

volatile MRAM based on a strain-mediated perpendicular magnetic tunnel junction(pMTJ). A 

ferroelectric/magnetostrictive multiferroic structure was proposed to serve this purpose.  It has 

been demonstrated numerically, for the first time, that magnetization in the free layer of an MTJ 

can be reversed perpendicularly by a strain pulse. The energy barrier between the out-of-

plane(oop) direction and the in-plane(ip) direction is higher than 40KbT, which indicates that the 

proposed pMTJ structure is non-volatile to thermal fluctuation. A promising magnetic material 

candidate for future pMTJ design, Pt/[Co/Ni]n/Co/Pt/Ti(n=3,4), was also explored in this 

dissertation via experimental characterization of thin film. This proposed pMTJ structure is a 

competitive candidate for next generation MRAM design.  
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1.1.2. Surface Acoustic Wave(SAW) Driven Spin Wave Resonance(SWR) Device 

 

Spin waves have potential applications in microwave devices, magnetic sensors and spin logic 

devices due to their energy efficiency relative to conventional complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor(CMOS) devices12,13. The most common method to excite spin wave is through 

current induced magnetic field. However, this method has disadvantages of a high energy 

consumption due to Joule heating, a large device dimension at lower operating frequency and non-

localized effect. Recently, several efforts have been directed at investigating an acoustically driven 

spin wave device that consisted of a magnetostrictive element placed between two interdigital 

transducers (IDTs) on a single crystal piezoelectric lithium niobate (LiNbO3) substrate. Electric 

power is sourced into the system through the input IDT and a corresponding periodic elastic stress 

is established through the piezoelectric effect. A surface acoustic wave (SAW) is thus generated. 

The output IDT acts in a reciprocal manner, converting elastic energy to electrical energy. The 

SAW is generated at a frequency such that the wavelength is equal to the transducer pitch. When 

the SAW propagates through the magnetostrictive film, it interacts with the spin and excites the 

film into magnetic resonance if the SAW frequency matches the spin precession frequency. 

Acoustic waves and spin waves are thus coupled. The resulting coupled wave is called a 

magnetoelastic wave and this SAW driven SWR phenomenon is called magnetoelastic resonance.  

In the second project discussed in this dissertation, a 2D frequency-domain FEA model was 

developed that fully couples elastodynamics, micromagnetics, and piezoelectricity. It is used to 

simulate a SAW driven SWR device to explore spin wave propagation and resonance 

characteristics when it’s coupled with an acoustic wave. Acoustic spin pumping at magnetic 

film/normal metal(M/NM) interface was also implemented into the code to investigate its effect 
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on linewidth broadening in the magnetospectrum. This work provided insight into the underlying 

physics of SAW driven SWR devices.  

1.1.3. Multiband Tunable Filter 

 

With an increasing need for high selectivity, broadband tunability, low insertion loss and 

compact configuration filters, multiferroic bandstop filters have recently drawn a lot of attention 

due to their strong magnetoelectric effect. A magnetic material’s response to an external 

magnetic field is proportional to its susceptibility, which has a non-linear dependence on 

frequency. The response reaches a maximum when the spin precession frequency matches the 

excitation field frequency. This phenomenon is called ferromagnetic resonance(FMR). The 

system has its highest energy absorption rate when it is at resonance. The bandwidth of the filter 

is defined as the frequency difference between the upper and lower cutoff frequencies at half-

power. Based on this characteristic, magnetic materials can be used as a filter with only a certain 

frequency range of electromagnetic signals being absorbed. The spin precession frequency 

depends on the stiffness field of the magnetic layers. Therefore, FMR frequency can be shifted 

by applied magnetic field or equivalent magnetic anisotropy induced by other forms of energy.  

In the third project of this dissertation, a multiferroic tunable filter with three magnetic layers and 

a piezoelectric substrate is proposed that exhibits multiple bands and a large voltage-driven 

tunability resulting from spin interaction between different layers. Electric field induced strain in 

the ferroelectric layer modulates the stiffness magnetic field in adjacent magnetic layers by 

magnetoelastic coupling and thus tunes the center frequency of the filter. A specific thickness is 

chosen for each magnetic layer in order to have magnetic layers exhibiting different 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy(PMA). This surface anisotropy induced PMA gives a high 

central frequency to the filter even under zero magnetic bias field. Though this work only 
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presents the design for triple band tunable filter, more bands can be obtained by adding more 

magnetic layers to the heterostructure.  

1.2. Theory 

 

Micromagnetic dynamics, also called spin dynamics, usually covers two regimes. One is large 

amplitude motion associated with an equilibrium magnetization state change. The other type is 

small amplitude oscillation where the equilibrium magnetization state doesn't change and there is 

only a small amplitude oscillation of spin around its equilibrium state under moderate external 

excitation field. This section presents the method used to model these phenomena. 

1.2.1. Micromagnetics Theory 

 

The thermodynamics of magnetic materials is described in terms of an energy functional with 

magnetization as an order parameter.  Global energy minimization results in the generation of 

domain walls in larger structures, and a transition from poly-domain to single-domain behavior as 

the length scale is decreased14,15.  The energy associated with local magnetization is a function of 

the magnetization orientation and the local magnetic field produced by the effects of all current 

loops in the system (electron spin and orbital motion, and macroscopic current loops) and their 

interactions.   

The Helmholtz energy density of a magnetic material can be written as a function of strain, 

magnetization, magnetization gradient, and temperature, 

y =y eij ,M i ,M i, j ,Bi( )                                                                                                               (1.1) 
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where are the total strain components (elastic plus magnetostrictive), M i
 are the components 

of the magnetization vector,  are the gradients of the magnetization vector, and  Bi
 are the 

components of magnetic induction.   

The energy functional is approximated by a series expansion in the independent variables. In many 

LLG formulations the effect of the free space magnetic field and geometry are handled as a 

demagnetization factor and are included as a demagnetization term depending on the components 

of the magnetic induction and the magnetization vector. The result is 

     (1.2) 

Where ,T

krlsA  is exchange parameter tensor, , ,,T T

kl klmnK  and ,T

klmnrsK   are the magneto-crystalline 

anisotropy (MCA) coefficients.  Although the first term looks like a sum of elastic energy and 

magnetostrictive energy and the term appears to be the elastic tensor coefficients, it 

contains the total strain including strain induced by magnetostriction. The term in the second 

parentheses represents the contributions of mis-oriented magnetization of neighboring volume 

elements to the local energy density.  These magnetization gradients introduce a length scale 

dependency to the problem28.  A domain wall in equilibrium has wall energy per unit area that 

increases as the wall width decreases, and the bulk material has energy density that decreases if all 

of the magnetization vectors are aligned in certain directions.  The length scale of the problem is 

governed by the ratio of the wall energy per unit area divided by the energy difference per unit 

volume when the magnetization is in a “hard axis” direction and in an “easy axis” direction.  In 

phase field models, the gradient energy associated with neighboring volume elements is computed 

e ij

M i, j

Dy e ij , M m , M i, j( ) =
1

2
Cijkl

M ,Te ije kl + Qijkl

e ,Te ij M k M ll( ) +
1

2
Akrls

e ,T M k ,rM l ,s( ) +

+
1

2!
mkl

e ,T M k M( ) +
1
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e ,T M k M l MmM n( ) +
1

6!
Kklmnrs

e ,T M k M l M mM nM rM s( ) +y demag

Cijkl
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at a length scale that is small relative to the domain wall width yet large enough that a continuum 

representation of magnetization as a volume average magnetic moment density is valid.  The 2nd, 

4th, and 6th order terms in magnetization represent the spin-orbit-lattice coupling energy, i.e. the 

magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MCA).  The demagnetization term represents the effect of 

geometry.  This term is explicit for certain simple geometries like infinite planes or ellipsoids, or 

it is determined numerically for the specific geometry of the problem.  In this work the LLG 

equation is solved within a finite element framework that includes the magnetic field in the free 

space surrounding the magnetic material, thus an accurate demagnetization field is included in all 

calculations regardless of shape. 

Material symmetry reduces the number of constants associated with each tensor.  For a cubic 

material there are three independent elastic constants associated with the fourth order elasticity 

tensor. The fourth order magnetostrictive tensor is taken to be isotropic (2 independent constants) 

or cubic (3 constants).  The magnetization gradient has higher symmetry than the symmetric part 

of the displacement gradients (strain) and thus there are at most two independent constants 

associated with the fourth order gradient tensor.  This is reduced to one by a further symmetry 

argument.  The MCA constants are similarly reduced by symmetry arguments.  For a cubic 

material the MCA can be represented by the 2nd, 4th and 6th order tensors.  The 2nd order tensor has 

only one independent constant, the 4th order tensor has only two, and the 6th order tensor has only 

three.  This leads to the standard forms found in the micromagnetics literature written in terms of 

either the direction cosines of the magnetization vector, or equivalently in terms of polar angles 

relative to a material symmetry direction.   

Introduction of surface terms requires spatially inhomogeneous MCA and higher order ME terms 

due to the change of material symmetry associated with relaxation of the surface atoms. This effect 
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was approximated by Bochi16 by neglecting the magnetostrictive contribution to the strain to obtain 

a linear decomposition of the coupled magneto-elastic energy into a strain energy plus a magnetic 

energy.  These equations were then normalized by film thickness to obtain a form for a thickness 

dependent magnetic energy density for a film that was fit to experimental data.  This avoided the 

complication of introducing spatially inhomogeneous MCA and ME energy terms.  The Bochi 

equations, with coefficients obtained by fitting to experimental data for ultra thin Ni films, were 

implemented in the micromagnetics formulation used in this work, but without the elastic energy 

approximation.  The form developed by Bochi in terms of polar angles relative to the free surface 

for an ultra thin epitaxial (111) Ni film is repeated in the following discussion, but rewritten in 

terms of the direction cosines of the magnetization vector. 

The constitutive behavior is given by the partial derivative of the energy functional with respect to 

the independent variables.  This gives (in SI units) 

0 effH
M





 


                                                                                                                          (1.3) 

Where  is the permeability of vacuum and effH   is the total effective field. This defines the 

effective magnetic field at a point in the body.  The differentiation of the magnetization gradient 

squared term with respect to the magnetization gradient gives a second order tensor that is referred 

to as a micro stress tensor by Landis17.  This is represented by .  Just as the divergence 

of the second order stress tensor produces a vector body force, the divergence of the micro force 

tensor gives a contribution to the effective magnetic field of .  In the case of a single 

constant exchange energy term this reduces to the usual form . The factor of two 

is in the definitions of the constants and added for consistency with the literature.  The same result 

0

xij = Aijkl M k,l

m0H j

Ñ = xij ,i

m0H j

Ñ = 2AexM j ,ii
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is obtained if one takes the partial derivative of the magnetization gradient squared with respect to 

the magnetization. 

Micromagnetic dynamics predicts the time evolution of the magnetic spins that minimize the total 

free energy when subject to a local magnetic field. The kinetic behavior of the magnetization is 

governed by the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) equation, obtained by equating the torque on a 

magnetic moment to its time rate of change of angular momentum and adding a damping term. 

The LLG equation is given by14 

                                                                                            (1.4) 

where  is the gyromagnetic ratio,  is the Gilbert damping constant. The first term describes 

Larmor precession and the second term damping of the precession. The effective field is written 

in terms of the direction cosines of the magnetization by factoring out the saturation magnetization 

magnitude14. In the model used in this work, the total free energy density  (Eq.1.5) has 

contributions from magnetocrystalline anisotropy(MCA) energy density MCA , the exchange 

energy density , the magnetoelastic energy density  and the magnetostatic energy density

.  

MCA ex me demag                                                                                                              (1.5) 

Different energy terms are elaborated below.  

a. Magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MCA) 

Magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MCA) is caused by the strong lattice-orbit coupling. An applied 

field can rotate the spin away from the strongly coupled lattice-orbital coupling.  The work to 

0- +eff
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M M
M H M
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overcome the spin-orbital coupling is MCA energy.  There are two common types of 

anisotropies, one is uniaxial anisotropy, the other one is cubic anisotropy. Uniaxial anisotropy 

occurs when there is only one easy direction. Thus, the anisotropy free energy density  af m  

depends only on the relative orientation of m   with respect to this axis. Suppose the easy 

direction is along axis z . Then  af m   can be written as a function of coszm   , which is 

given by 

 2 4

0 1 2sin sinE K K K                                                                                                (1.6) 

In some cases, due to spin-lattice orbital-lattice coupling in cubic crystals, the anisotropy energy 

density has cubic symmetry. Cubic symmetry privileged directions exist. Suppose a single 

crystal with cubic structure is cut parallel to plane  110  as shown in Fig. 1.4(a)18. This plane 

includes three major directions  111 , 110  and  001  . Driving an M-H curve along those 

directions will require different external field. For nickel, the [111] direction requires the lowest 

external field to achieve the saturation state, which makes [111] the easy axis. On the contrary, 

[100] is the hard axis for cubic nickel where saturation is achieved with maximum energy. The 

M-H curve for Nickel is shown in Fig.1.4(b). 
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Figure 1.4. (a) Cubic crystal18.(b) Magnetization curve for nickel18. 

Crystal anisotropy tends to hold the magnetization in certain equivalent directions in a crystal. 

When an external field is applied, work must be done against the anisotropy force to turn the 

magnetization vector away from an easy direction, thus the magnetocrystalline energy is stored 

in the crystal when sM  points in a non-easy direction. This energy is given by15,18 

   2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

0 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 2 3E K K K                                                                          (1.7) 

where iK   0,1,2i   are the MCA constants which depend on the material and temperature. 

Fig 1.519 shows the cubic Anisotropy energy density with coordinate axes as easy axis. Table 1.1 

gives the relationship between the sign of iK  and easy/medium/hard axis of cubic crystal18.  

 

Figure 1.5. Cubic Anisotropy energy density. (left) [100]coordinate axes are easy axes. (right) 

[111]coordinate axes are easy axes19.  
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Table 1.1. Directions of easy, medium and hard magnetization in a cubic crystal.18 

         

b. Zeeman Energy 

Zeeman energy is the potential energy of a continuous magnetic moment distribution subject to 

external field extH , which is given by 

0ext extE M H


                                                                                                                    (1.8) 

c. Exchange Energy 

In 1928, Heisenberg proposed the quantum-mechanical exchange forces, which can explain the 

physical origin of the molecular field15,18. Consider a particular pair of atoms, there are attractive 

forces between the electrons and protons and repulsive forces between the two electrons and 

between the two protons. But there is a third force depending on the relative orientation of the 

spins of the two electrons, which is the exchange force. The exchange energy forms an important 

part of the total energy, which according to Heisenberg is given by18 

2 2 cosex ex i j ex i jE A S S A S S                                                                                               (1.9) 

where exA  is the exchange constant, and   is the angle between the spins. When the angle   is 

small, with Taylor expension, Eq.1.9 can be rewritten by 
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ex ex ij

i j

E A 


                                                                                                                          (1.10) 

This equation describes the exchange energy between two adjacent spins. In terms of continuous 

variable, this angular change 
ij  can be rewritten by a

x




 , a  is the distance between spins. 

Eq.1.10 then is rewritten by 

      
2 2

22 2
ij

ijex
ex ex ex x y z

ij s

E M
A A A m m m

V x M

   
              

                                       (1.11) 

d. Magnetostatic Energy 

The magnetostatic field is a natural consequence arising from any magnetization distribution on 

a length scale orders of magnitude greater than the atomic spacing. This is expressed in terms of 

a demagnetization field that reduces the applied magnetic field within a magnetic material.  The 

demagnetization field is often expressed as shape anisotropy. Consider a polycrystalline 

specimen having no net magneto-crystalline anisotropy. If it is spherical in shape, an applied 

magnetic field of fixed amplitude can be applied in any direction with the same effect, i.e. the 

same magnetic field will occur within the body.  If the body is not spherical, for example a n 

ellipsoid, it is easier to magnetize it along a long axis than along a short axis.  The 

demagnetization field is much larger along the shorter axis. Therefore, a higher external field is 

needed to achieve the same degree of magnetization for fields applied in the short direction 

compared to the long direction.  This is referred to as the magnetostatic energy. 

Magnetostatic energy derives from Maxwell’s equations. There are four electromagnetic fields in 

the Maxwell’s equations in media: the electric displacement D  , electric field E  , magnetic 

induction B   and magnetic field H  . The relationship between those four terms are given by24 
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                                                                                                                    (1.12) 

where   and j  are the charge density and current density of free charge. For our case, if we 

assume that all external current densities vanish, 0 0j  , Maxwell’s equations of magnetostatics 

are given by 

0

0

B

H

 

 
                                                                                                                                (1.13) 

Moreover, magnetic field and flux density are connected by 

 0B M H                                                                                                                        (1.14) 

These equations are essential to form the weak form of demagnetization field, which will be 

discussed later. The energy density of the magnetostatic field is given by    

20

2
m mE H dV





                                                                                                                      (1.15) 

Where   is the entire space. Furthermore, by expressing the magnetostatic field as  

0

m

m

B
H M


                                                                                                                           (1.16) 

Eq.1.16 can be rewritten as  
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                                                                                                 (1.17) 

The first term vanishes because of the integral orthogonality of mB  and mH  in the absence of 

conduction current J . This is because the left-hand side can be written in terms of the scalar 

potential   as  

  0B dV B dV BdV              

The remaining part is the magnetostatic energy 

0

1

2
demag mE M H dV



                                                                                                    (1.18) 

Where   is the magnet. Eq.1.18 can also be expressed by 

21

2
demag dE N M                                                                                                                      (1.19) 

where dN  is the demagnetization factor depending on the shape of sample. Note that 

magnetostatic energy expresses a nonlocal interaction, since the magnetostatic field depends on 

the whole magnetization field through the boundary conditions.  

e. Magnetoelastic Energy 

Magnetoelastic energy arises from the change in atomic structure as a material is deformed. 

Many ferromagnetic bodies are sensitive to mechanical stress and deformations, so an external 

field or mechanical stresses can result in the consequent deformations of the bodies. Vice versa, 

if one deforms a ferromagnetic body, the consequent mechanical stress affects the state of 
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magnetization of the body. These phenomenon is due to the coupling between magnetic and 

elastic processes, which is described by magnetoelastic energy. 

The effect of a dimension change due to applied magnetic field is called magnetostriction, which 

is characterized by constant  . For cubic crystals, the saturation magnetostriction si  for a cubic 

crystal in a given direction is defined by the direction cosines 1  , 2  , 3  relative to the crystal 

axis, and when the strain component that is in the same direction as the magnetization, si is 

given by15 

 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2

100 1 2 3 111 1 2 2 3 3 1

3 1
3

2 3
si           

 
       

 
                                                (1.20) 

Fig.1.6 describes the relationship between magnetostriction   and magnetization M  in single 

crystal iron rod, which indicates   strongly depends on the crystal axis direction.  

 

Figure 1.6. Magnetostrictive strain as a function of  magnetization in single crystal iron rod18 

For a cubic crystal, the magnetoelastic energy is given by15,18 

   

 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 2 2 3 3 1 100 1 1 2 2 3 3

111 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 1 3 1

3

2

3

meE K              

             

     

  

                                             (1.21) 
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where 1 2 3, ,    are the direction cosines of sM  , and 1 2 3, ,    are the direction cosines of the 

uniaxial stress  . 

The LLG equation was implemented into a FEA code using the weak form where a test function 

w  is introduced into Eq.1.4, and it gives Eq.1.22 

 0 0 ex ani demag ext me

m m
w m d w m H H H H H

t t
   

 

                        
               (1.22) 

Here only the exchange term needs to be transformed by using the divergence theorem. After 

integration over the magnetic volume, the weak form for the exchange term is obtained and 

shown in Eq.1.23 

     l l l l

l l

m m wd m n m e w dS m m e w d
 

                 
                             (1.23) 

Then Eq.1.23 is rewritten by 
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where 'effH  is the sum of all magnetic field terms except exchange field. Expand Heff with all 

the energy terms. The weak form of the LLG equation reads as 
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                       (1.25) 

where 
demagH  is obtained from Maxwell’s equation. As indicated above, 

demagH  satisfies Eq.1.13 

and Eq. 1.14. The magnetic scalar potential   can be obtained as a solution of the 

inhomogeneous Laplace equation. The derivation of Laplace Equation is given in Appendix A.  

M      
nr                                                                                                              

n M
n


 


       

magr                                                                                                         (1.26) 

where n
  is the entire space and 

mag is the interface between the object and the surrounding 

space, i.e. air.  Similarly, by introducing the test function w  , the weak form for demagnetization 

field is given by 

 , 0iw M w i
 

                                                                                                            (1.27) 

The formula deduction for Eq.1.27 is also included in Appendix A. The above weak form LLG 

Eq.1.25 and Eq.1.26 for demagnetization fields were implemented in the FEA code20.  

1.2.2. Piezoelectricity and Elastodynamics 

 

The word piezoelectric origins from the Greek Piezein, which means press or push21. It describes 

that piezoelectric material accumulates charges on the opposite lateral sides of solid materials in 
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response to external applied stress. It can also act in a reciprocal manner, where an applied 

electric field produces mechanical strain/stress inside the material. This phenomenon is due to 

linear electromechanical interaction between the mechanical and the electrical state of 

piezoelectric materials. The nature of piezoelectric effect comes from the occurrence of electric 

dipole moments in solids. The polarization for piezoelectric materials is the sum of all dipole 

moments over the volume of crystallographic unit call. External stress reorients the molecular 

dipole moments which thus change the polarization P of the material21.  

A typical piezoelectric material is Lead Zirconate Titanate with chemical formula Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3 

(0≤x≤1). It is also often called PZT. The crystal structure is given in Fig.1.723. It is a ceramic 

perovskite material that shows good electromechanical coupling. The dielectric constant for PZT 

can range from 300 to 3850 depending on different orientation and doping22.  

 

Figure 1.7. Crystal structure for Lead zirconate titanate with chemical formula Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3 

(0≤x≤1)23.  

Based on this characteristic, piezoelectric materials can be used for many applications, i.e. 

flexible ultrasonic transducers, medical devices, optical communications, microwave 

communications, etc. Two types of piezoelectric ceramics, soft and hard, are categorized by the 

amplitude of piezoelectric coefficient and loss. Soft piezoelectric materials have larger 
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piezoelectric coefficients and high loss, while hard ceramics generally have lower piezoelectric 

coefficients and low loss. A comparison of other characteristics of these two types is given in 

Table 1.2. 

Table 1.2. Comparison of soft and hard piezoelectric ceramics24 

 

A piezoelectric constitutive law is used to describe the linear electromechanical coupling 

between electric and mechanical state inside a piezoelectric material. It is stated in Eq.1.28 

totE

totT

C d E

D d E

 

 

 

 
                                                                                                                       (1.28) 

where 


is the stress tensor, 

tot


is the total strain tensor, D  is electric displacement, 
E

 is 

electric field. 

EC
is the elastic stiffness tensor measured under constant E. 


 is the permittivity 

matrix. d  and 
T

d  are the piezoelectric charge coefficient, which are defined below 

                                         (1.29) 
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It can also be defined as the ratio between induced strain in a piezoelectric material and the 

corresponding applied electric field. 

            (1.30) 

Elastodynamics is described by Eq. 1.31 
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                                                                                                               (1.31) 

This equation is then coupled with Eq.1.28 to describe the behavior of piezoelectric material in a 

multiferroic structure.  

 

1.2.3. Summary 

 

A 3D FEA model in the time domain that fully couples micromagnetics, piezoelectricity and 

elastodynamics was developed by Cheng-yen Liang,etc20.  This model was then expanded to 

include surface effect induced PMA, and it is used to simulate the spin dynamics in 

pMTJ25,26(Chapter 2). A fully-coupled frequency-domain model is developed in this dissertation 

to simulate both SAW driven SWR devices27 (Chapter 3) and multiband tunable filters (Chapter 

4). In this code, spin dynamics was solved using the linearized LLG equation in the frequency 

domain. Spin pumping effect at a M/NM interface was also incorporated into the FEA model to 

capture enhanced spin damping phenomenon in the magnetic film when it’s capped with a metal 

layer.  
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1.3. Introduction to Finite Element Analysis(FEA) 

 

Finite element analysis(FEA) or finite element method(FEM) is a numerical method that is used 

to solve problems of engineering and mathematical physics. Compared to analytical methods, 

there are several significant advantages, i.e. accurate representation of complex geometry, easy 

solution for nonlinear mathematical physics, capture of localized effect or non-uniformity, etc28. 

Instead of solving the equations for the structure as a whole, FEM cuts a structure into elements. 

The physics are usually described by two sets of functions, governing equations and boundary 

conditions.  They are calculated at each node in the following form 

   [ ]F K U 
                                                                                                                        (1.32) 

where  F  is ‘known’ loads matrix,  [ ]K is ‘known’ stiffness matrix, and  U  is unknown 

variables. These values are used to approximate the values at non-nodal points by interpolation 

functions or shape functions. In general, FEM uses the concept of piecewise polynomial 

interpolation. By interpolating the solution through shape functions, solutions for a whole 

structure can thus be obtained28.  
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Figure 1.8. Flowchart of the fully-coupled FEM simulation20 

In this dissertation, the equations presented in section 1.2 were solved using FEA. The first step 

for FEA simulation is to define geometry and physics including both governing equations and 

boundary conditions. Then the whole structure is meshed by using free triangular elements for 

two-dimensional structure or free tetrahedral elements for three-dimensional structures. Fig.1.8 

shows the flowchart for the solver of fully-coupled FEM simulations20. Initial conditions are 
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applied which is then followed by a Newton iteration approach to calculate the 

convergence(error). If it has converged, the output of the 1st time step serves as the initial 

condition for the 2nd time step. If not, the 1st time step is repeated with a smaller time interval 

until it has converged. Since there are total 8 variables in multiphysics problem solved in this 

dissertation, three micromagnetic variables(m1, m2, m3), three elastodynamics 

variables(u1,u2,u3), one electric property(V) and one magnetic potential(ψ), a segregated solver 

was used which divides into four groups in order to have better convergence. Fig.1.9 is an 

illustration of a meshed structure. The bottom block is a PZT substrate. The top block is air, and 

circular disk in the middle is a Nickel nanomagnet. 5nm maximum mesh size was used in order 

to capture exchange interaction between adjacent spins in nanomagnets25. 

 

Figure 1.9. Illustration of a meshed structure. Bottom block is PZT substrate. Top block is air. Circular 

disk is Nickel.  

Figure 1.10 is an example of FEA simulation results, which shows the non-uniform strain 

distribution in a multiferroic heterostructure when applying electric field to a patterned electrode 

under the Ni nanomagnet. Background color shows the strain 11 component, and physical 

deformation (X30) is also indicated in the figure. Upon applying electric field to the substrate, 
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due to electromechanical coupling a consequent strain field is set up which is then transferred to 

the Ni disk to alter its magnetization state. This non-uniform strain distribution indicates the 

capability of capturing localized effects or non-uniformity in a complex structure. 

 

Figure 1.10. Strain distribution in Fig.1.9 structure with electric field applied to the patterned electrode 

under Ni nanodisk.  
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Chapter 2 . Strain-mediated 180 Perpendicular Magnetization 

Switching of a Single Domain Multiferroic Structure for Potential 

Application in pMTJ 
 

2.1. Background 

 

A magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) device is a promising candidate for next 

generation storage media due to its higher reading/writing speed and non-volatile characteristics. 

Perpendicular magnetic tunnel junction(pMTJ) is commonly used as a memory bit in MRAM, 

which is composed of two perpendicularly magnetized layers with one isolator in between. One 

magnetic layer is generally ‘fixed’, which means the magnetization state in that layer doesn’t 

change. The other layer is ‘free’, wherein magnetization can be altered by an external applied field. 

pMTJ utilized parallel and antiparallel perpendicular magnetization configurations to represent the 

“0” and “1” state of memory bits.  Spin transfer torque(STT) is commonly used to switch the 

magnetization states in a magnetic free layer. A polarized electric current is feed to the MTJ. It 

exerts a torque on spins in the free magnetic layer and switches it by 180-degree. However, the 

further miniaturization of STT-MTJ is limited by overheating issue from a large current source, 

which also leads to large energy consumption28 . One promising solution is to replace the driving 

current with voltage, and a general approach is to use multiferroic structure which consists of one 

magnetostrictive layer and one piezoelectric substrate. Piezoelectric material transfers electric field 

induced strain to the magnetic layer, which modifies its minimum energy well locations and alter 

the magnetic equilibrium state.  

The main challenge in multiferroic pMTJ design is to find a mechanism to reverse magnetization 

polarity perpendicularly by voltage. Past approaches have designed multiferroic heterostructures 
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with two stable in-plane magnetization directions, and strain is used to switch the magnetization 

between the in-plane energy wells. In most cases, one of two different substrates have been used 

to drive this switching; PZT29, or single crystals such as PMN-32PT30. In most of the past efforts 

the magnetization remained in the plane of the film and none of the previous device architectures 

offered a means to control the individual elements without resorting to complex architectures that 

involved dicing or etching the piezoelectric film28. Ferromagnetic nanoelements in which the 

magnetization can be switched 180 degrees have been studied based on current-induced spin 

transfer torque31,32 and voltage control of interfacial magnetic anisotropy (VCMA)33–36. Recently, 

Zhu37 used damping and precession properties of magnetization to achieve magnetization reversal 

of the free layer by an electric field pulse with the EA at a tilt angle with respect to the 

perpendicular direction. This out-of-plane EA direction reorientation is due to enhanced surface 

anisotropy of the conducting magnetic layer under an external electric field. A similar approach 

that takes advantage of damping and precession of magnetization vector, was used by Hu38 who 

suggested a strain driven perpendicular magnetization switching method.  Their approach used 

magnetostatic energy to produce a stable magnetization state perpendicular to the surface of the 

device. In this configuration, an in-plane strain with magnitude 1.25% was required to achieve 

magnetization reversal.  This 1.25% level of strain is an order of magnitude larger than can be 

achieved using piezoelectric materials.  Furthermore, shear lag effects become large for their 

proposed high aspect ratio structures, dramatically reducing the amount of strain transfer to the 

magnetic island39.  

The work presented below25,26 introduces the effect of surface anisotropy in addition to the 

magnetostatic energy to model the magnetic anisotropy in ultrathin nanoelements. Introduction of 

the surface effect in the effective field that drives the magnetization precession results in a 
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reduction of the energy barrier to a level that enables 180-degree switching by strain levels 

achievable in piezoelectric thin films with patterned electrodes29.  Unlike Zhu’s work, we 

demonstrate that surface anisotropy of a Ni nano-ellipse without external bias electric filed is large 

enough to stabilize the EA in the perpendicular direction. To achieve the desired 180-degree 

magnetization reorientation, the easy axis must be out-of-plane in the “voltage-off” state and in-

plane in the “voltage-on” state.  The switching process is illustrated in Fig.2.1.  Obtaining a full 

180-degree switch requires pulsing the voltage for a very short period of time.  A long voltage 

pulse begins the damped precession process shown in Fig.2.1(a) in which the magnetization spirals 

about the voltage induced in-plane easy axis multiple times before settling down to an in-plane 

orientation.  The voltage pulse is then shortened and removed when the magnetization has reached 

its maximum downward orientation during the first precession cycle.  Upon removal of the voltage, 

the easy axis returns to being perpendicular to the plane, but the magnetization undergoes a damped 

precession about the downward direction as shown in Fig.2.1(b), and settles into the energy well 

180-degree away from its original orientation.  The voltage pulse thus induces a uniform 180-

degree switching of the average magnetic moment of the nanoellipse.  Although a very simple 

concept, achieving this in practice presents multiple challenges.  There must be an equilibrium 

easy axis perpendicular to the plane of the ferromagnetic nanoelement when the voltage is off.  

This can be achieved using thickness-dependent interface magnetic anisotropy.   There must be an 

in-plane easy axis when the voltage is on.  This can be achieved with electric field induced 

magnetoelastic energy (ME) sufficiently large to create the appropriate energy profile to shift the 

easy axis to an in-plane orientation. The discussion and analysis that follow in this dissertation  

address a single domain nanoellipse sufficiently thin to allow for surface effects to dominate the 

equilibrium energy landscape producing an out of plane magnetization direction in the absence of 

electric field induced strain.  The geometric dimensions are chosen for the nanoellipse (long axis: 
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60nm, short axis: 30nm, thickness: 7.5nm) to enable a voltage controllable easy axis reorientation 

from out of plane to in plane with strain levels achievable from thin film piezoelectrics.  The 

piezoelectric film was made thin enough that the strain can be modulated at the precession 

frequency without inertial clamping.  

  

Figure 2.1. Ni ellipse on PZT substrate. (a) The electrode under the Ni dot produces strain that changes the 

easy axis from perpendicular to parallel (in-plane).  (b) When the easy axis is switched to in-plane, the 

magnetization undergoes damped precession about an in-plane axis.  If the strain pulse is removed when 

the magnetization is below the plane, it will switch to the downward direction. 

Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy (PMA) can result in an out-of-plane magnetization 

equilibrium state in thin films. It is well known that the magnetic properties of thin films are 

strongly influenced by their structure, thickness, and mode of growth40. For Ni thin films, 

researchers have shown that the magnetization can be suppressed at a Ni/Cu interface while it can 

be enhanced near free surfaces41. Both the interface and free surface effects arise due to several 

contributions such as symmetry breaking influencing magneto-crystalline anisotropy (MCA)42,43, 

dipolar anisotropy induced by surface roughness44, and interface lattice-mismatch anisotropy16.   

Surface anisotropy was first predicted by Néel43  by considering nearest neighbor interactions, 

which required the introduction of a 2nd order term   into the energy function (  is the 2

3sK m sK
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surface anisotropy constant and  is the normalized magnetization component along surface 

normal). He calculated  from the theory of isotropic pair-coupling using magnetostriction and 

elastic constants. Subsequently, Gradmann45 used a quadratic approximation and choose 

coordinates that made mixed quadratic terms vanish.  This formulation produced surface 

anisotropy expressed as a function of magnetization orientation and two surface anisotropy 

constants. Rado46 used a phenomenological model and a symmetry argument at the surface and 

also concluded that only two constants are required to describe surface anisotropy.  He 

subsequently showed that the same result could be obtained by modifying Neel’s approach to 

include next nearest neighbor interactions. And hence it was concluded that the direction of an 

easy axis (EA) in a thin film is determined by a competition between the demagnetization field 

and the surface anisotropy field. When the thickness of a thin film is above a critical thickness , 

the demagnetization field dominates, producing in-plane magnetization. When the film thickness 

is below , the surface anisotropy dominates and the EA lies perpendicular to the plane. This 

effect is currently being applied to realize magnetic memory bits with perpendicular 

magnetization47. 

2.2. Theory  

 

A 3D FEA model in time domain described in Chapter 1.2 was used for this work20, which fully 

couples micromagnetics, piezoelectricity and elastodynamics. Micromagnetic dynamics predicts 

the time evolution of the magnetic spins that minimize the total free energy when subject to a local 

magnetic field. The kinetic behavior of the magnetization is governed by the Landau–Lifshitz–

Gilbert (LLG) equation, obtained by equating the torque on a magnetic moment to its time rate of 

change of angular momentum and adding a damping term. The LLG equation is given by14 

3m
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                                                                                            (2.1) 

where  is the gyromagnetic ratio,  is the Gilbert damping constant. The first term describes 

Larmor precession and the second term damping of the precession. The effective field is written 

in terms of the direction cosines of the magnetization by factoring out the saturation magnetization 

magnitude14. In the model used in this work, the total free energy density  (Eq.2.2) has 

contributions from surface anisotropy energy density , the exchange energy density , the 

magnetoelastic energy density  and the magnetostatic energy density .  

surf

ani ex me demag                                                                                                             (2.2) 

Details for exchange energy ex , magnetoelastic energy me  and magnetostatic energy 
demag can 

be found in Chapter 1.2. The formulation is now specialized to a thin film with the z axis 

perpendicular to the plane. The surface contribution to the Helmholtz energy density is written as45 

                                                                                                                 (2.3) 

is Néel’s out-of-plane anisotropy constant with respect to the surface normal.  is the in-

plane anisotropy.  vanishes if the surface normal is a n-fold rotation axis (n>2). For nickel 

FCC (001), n=4, so in our model
, 0s pK  .  

For epitaxial thin films, Bochi introduced approximate phenomenological equations that describe 

surface effects16. O’handley15 discussed the importance of second order terms in anisotropy energy 

when dealing with thin films. However, as indicated above, Bochi simplified the magnetoelastic 

energy term by replacing total strain with elastic strain48 and assumed that the entire film is subject 
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to a uniform epitaxial strain. Here we replaced the simplified term in Bochi’s equation with the 

complete magnetoelastic energy density equation to obtain      

    2 2 2
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(2.4) 

where  ( ) is the magnetostriction constant along [111]([100]) direction,  are 

elastic constants and  is the total strain, which is equal to the elastic strain plus magneto-strictive 

strain.  is the magnitude of interface biaxial in-plane epitaxial strain (  ) and is a 

function of thickness due to the formation of misfit dislocations as discussed by Bochi,  is the 

film thickness, D  is 2nd order bulk magnetoelastic constant,  and are the 1st and 2nd order 

surface magnetoelastic constant respectively. 

Though Bochi’s Equation is not exact, it provides an excellent approximation of total effective 

PMA of the Ni films in his experiments because the magnetostrictive strain 

(  ) is much smaller than the interface lattice mismatch elastic 

strain of around 2% when thickness is small16. Bochi’s simplified equation was used with a total 

effective PMA constant  and 2% misfit strain with misfit strain relaxation as thickness 

increases due to the formation of misfit dislocations, to provide an initial estimate of the critical 

thickness for out-of-plane to in-plane EA reorientation and this critical thickness was used in the 

validation of our finite element based micromagnetic dynamic formulation. 
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where is the perpendicular magnetostatic energy for thin film and the energy density 

associated with the PMA terms becomes .   When  the EA is out-of-plane, 

 the EA is in-plane. 

2.3. Simulation Results 

 

The fully coupled mechanical-micromagnetic model20 with the surface term added was validated 

using Bochi’s experimental results with the thin film multilayer design shown in Fig.2.2(a). The 

geometry comprises an epitaxial Ni disk (diameter: 50nm, thickness: 5~15nm) on a 200nm thick 

Cu (001) substrate. The micromagnetics solutions predicted the critical thickness value based on 

magnetostatic energy, exchange energy, magnetoelastic energy terms (epitaxial strain) as well as 

surface energy terms.  Due to shape difference, magnetostatic energy calculated in FEM simulation 

was different from Bochi’s experiments mainly by an amount of demagnetization energy along in-

plane direction. The predicted critical thickness was compared to experimentally determined 

critical thicknesses presented by Bochi16.  According to Bochi et. al., the interface magnetoelastic 

energy has a negative sign that favors in-plane magnetization, while bulk magnetoelastic energy 

and surface anisotropy have positive signs that contribute to PMA under tensile strain. Bochi 

concludes that “The origin of PMA in vacuum/Ni/Cu (001) thin films, as in the Cu/Ni/Cu(001) 

sandwiches, resides in the positive bulk magnetoelastic anisotropy energy, 1 02B e  and in the 

positive average surface magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy of the Ni film.”  He also concludes 

that it is the negative average surface magnetoelastic anisotropy energy that brings the magnetic 

easy axis in-plane for thicknesses less than 1.5 nm.  The transition from out-of-plane to in-plane 

at thicknesses greater than 6nm in vacuum/Ni/Cu (001) is due to the magnetostatic energy (shape 

anisotropy) of the film.   Parameters used in the model are presented in Table 2.1.  

2

0

1

2
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Table 2.1. Parameters for Ni in the micromagnetic simulation. 

Nickel Properties Value 

Saturation magnetization magnitude ,Ms20 4.8e5 [A/m] 

Exchange stiffness constant , A20 1.05e-11 [J/m] 

Surface anisotropy constant, Ks16 3.2e-4 [J/m^2] 

Damping coefficient ,   15
 

0.038 

Bulk magneto-elastic coupling constant , B120 6.2e6 [J/m^3] 

Bulk magneto-elastic coupling constant , B220 4.3e6 [J/m^3] 

2nd order bulk magneto-elastic coupling constant , D49 -234e6 [J/m^3] 

1st order surface magneto-elastic coupling constant, Bs16 -17.5e-4 [J/m^2] 

2nd order surface magneto-elastic coupling constant, Ds50 1.94e-3 [J/m^2] 

Gyromagnetic ratio  20                                                                                  1.760859e11[1/(s*T)] 

 

Permeability of vacuum 0
20                                                                         1.2566e(-6)[H/m] 
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Figure 2.2. (a) Ni disk (diameter :50nm, thickness :5~15nm) is placed on Cu (001) for FEM code validation. 

(b) Optimized nanoellipse shape (long axis a :60nm, short axis b: 30nm, thickness 7.5nm) for 180 degree 

magnetization flip. 

Fig.2.3. shows the dependence of  on the Ni thickness  taken from three data sets: the 

FEM simulation results for the Ni disk, the same results modified for the in-plane magnetostatic 

energy difference between the disk and a uniform film, and Bochi’s experimental results for a 

uniform film. The initial orientation of the magnetization was set to the [111] direction and released 

to observe its reorientation to the easy axis direction. The magnetization evolved to an in-plane 

orientation for films thicker than 8 nm. This result is not surprising since the magnetostatic energy, 

which drives the magnetization in-plane, dominates at film thicknesses above the critical thickness. 

When the Ni film thickness was below 8nm, the magnetization evolved to an out-of-plane 

orientation. For these out-of plane orientations the surface anisotropy and bulk magnetoelastic 

energy dominate the total free energy producing an easy axis perpendicular to the surface. The 

critical thickness of 8nm correlates well with Bochi’s experimental results of 6nm20. Differences 

between experimental and analytical data are attributed to the Ni shape in the simulations whereas 

Bochi considered continuous film.  A Ni disk has a larger critical thickness than a uniform film of 

the same thickness due to the shape effect on the magnetostatic energy. 

effK d d
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Figure 2.3. Dependence of Keff on the Ni thickness with FEM simulation results for the Ni disk (black 

square), the same disk results modified for the shape difference so that they can be compared with 

experimental results on a film (red circle), and Bochi’s experiment’s result for a film (blue triangle). 

The evolution of the magnetization from an initial state in a [111] direction involves time 

dependent precession as shown in Fig.2.4.  For films below the critical thickness, the surface term 

creates an easy axis out-of-plane and the magnetization precesses toward an out-of-plane 

orientation.  For films thicker than the critical thickness, the circular disk shape and the in-plane 

magnetic anisotropy create an easy plane at the “equator”.  In this case the magnetization circles 

and eventually settles on an in-plane direction.  The magnetization starts in a  direction and 

finally reaches equilibrium state in the  (d=7.5nm) or  direction for a thicker film, 

d=10nm, due to the cubic symmetry producing easy axes in these directions. 

 111

 001  010
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Figure 2.4. Energy surfaces and spatial trajectories of precessional magnetization of (a) 7.5nm and (b) 

10nm thick Ni disk (Diemeter:50nm) respectively. The red line in spatial trajectories indicates the initial 

[111] magnetization direction. 

The model was optimized for a Ni nanoellipse (long axis: 60nm, short axis: 30nm, thickness: 

7.5nm) to produce a heterostructure with strain-mediated 180 degree perpendicular magnetization 

switching. Two configurations were evaluated.  The first is discussed in some detail to elucidate 

the approach.  The second is briefly described.  In the first configuration a Ni(001) ellipse was 

simulated. The ellipse geometry is shown in Fig.2.2(b). A film thickness sufficiently small to 

produce an out-of-plane easy axis was chosen. The energy surface given by surface anisotropy is 

shown in Fig.2.5(a). A uniaxial compressive strain was applied in-plane in the x-direction (ellipse 

long axis).  After applying in-plane compressive strain along the x-axis, the energy surface changes 

to that shown in Fig.2.5(b). This causes an out-of-plane EA to in-plane EA reorientation to occur.  
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Figure 2.5. Energy surface for a Ni ellipse on a Cu substrate.  (a) Surface anisotropy energy gives uniaxial 

symmetry with an easy axis out-of-plane. (b) Surface anisotropy energy, demagnetization energy and 

magnetoelastic energy(uniaxial compressive 0.4% strain along x direction) rotate the easy axis to an in-

plane orientation. 

Fig.2.6 shows both the spatial and temporal trajectories of damped precessional magnetization 

evolution with an in-plane uniaxial compressive 0.4% strain applied at t=0ns in the x-direction and 

then released at different times. If the in-plane strain is applied for a long enough time, the 

magnetization evolves to an in-plane orientation as shown in Fig.2.6 (a). If the strain is released 

after the system reaches equilibrium, the magnetization rotates back to an out-of-plane orientation 

(either up or down). Before reaching the equilibrium state, due to precession and damping, the 

magnetization vector periodically passes through xy plane. If the strain is released when the 

magnetization vector lies below the plane (t=1.2ns in the case shown), the magnetization will 

undergo damped precession down to the negative z direction instead of back up, thus switching 

180 degree as shown in Fig.2.6(b). Temporal trajectories show that the switching process can be 

completed within 3 ns. If the strain is released when the magnetization vector is above the x-y 

plane, the magnetization will reorient back to the initial positive z direction, as shown in Fig.2.6(c). 

The times t1 and t2 are the first and second time the magnetization crosses the equator respectively. 

If strain is released before t1, the magnetization will rotate back to its initial direction. If strain is 

released between t1 and t2, the magnetization will spiral down to the antiparallel direction and 
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hence achieve perpendicular reversal. Therefore, strain must be released between two critical times 

t1 and t2, to obtain the fastest 180-degree switching.   

 

 

Figure 2.6. Spatial (left) and Temporal (right) trajectories of precessional magnetization switching with in-

plane compressive 0.4% strain applied at t=0ns in x direction. (a) Applying strain continuously. (b) 

Releasing strain at t=1.2ns when magnetization is at lowest overshooting point gives 180 degree reversal. 

(c) Releasing the strain at t=0.8ns (before magnetization crosses through xy plane) does not produce 

reversal.  The red line in the spatial trajectories shows initial magnetization direction. 

 

Fig.2.7 illustrates the 180 degree switching process in the Ni nanoellipse. Compressive strain of 

0.4% is applied at the bottom surface of Ni ellipse along the long axis at time 0ns. Due to precession 
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and damping the magnetization passes through xy plane at time 0.95ns. The strain is released at 

time 1.2ns and the magnetization continues to spiral down to negative z direction and thus achieve 

180 degree reversal after 3 ns.   

 

Figure 2.7. Switching process of Ni nanoellipse under compressive 0.4% strain along x direction. Arrow 

indicates magnetization direction, and color background is strain 11 component.  Strain is applied at t=0ns 

and released at 1.2ns. Colorbar shows magnitude of strain. 

For thermal stability of memory elements, the desired energy barrier to switching (between the in-

plane direction and out-of-plane direction in this case) is typically stated to be larger than .  

In the above model for the Ni nanoellipse (long axis 60nm, short axis 30nm, thickness 7.5nm), the 

thermal stability factor is 1.29
40 40

barrier
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    and the critical strain  required to 

overcome this energy barrier is about 4000 . Reducing f to 1.0 will reduce the required strain by 

30%.  This is still too large to be achieved using thin film PZT, and demonstrating this effect using 

single crystal PMN-PT is not possible due to inertial clamping of the thick substrate. At this point 
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other material systems need to be considered with larger magnetoelastic energy and similar PMA 

behavior to Ni. 

For memory device design purposes, a new nanobit element design was proposed as shown in 

Fig.2.1. For this configuration a thin film piezoelectric with electrodes top and bottom is presented.  

The Ni single domain ellipse geometry was placed on the surface of the film and the Ni thickness 

was chosen to produce an out-of-plane easy axis. An electric field was applied through the 

thickness of the PZT, which generateed a biaxial in-plane compressive strain in the Ni ellipse. The 

magnetostatic energy produced an EA along the long axis of Ni ellipse. The resulting biaxial strain 

and magnetostatic energy enabled switching the magnetization from the out-of-plane direction to 

the in-plane long axis, as was indicated in Fig.2.1(a), and controlling the strain pulse duration 

produced 180 degree switching (Fig.2.1(b)). This approach to 180-degree switching of single 

domain magnetic elements will also be applicable to CoFeB heterostructures that are widely used 

to produce a giant tunnel magnetoresistance ratio in MTJs.   

2.4. Experimental Results on PMA Superlattice Films 

 

Three important properties are required for ideal material candidate, PMA, magnetostriction and 

polycrystalline film. PMA gives perpendicular easy axis of magnetic film, and magnetostriction 

is required in order to alter the magnetic state via piezoelectric strain. Polycrystalline film is 

more favorable than single crystal film due to its higher mechanical strength. Recently 

multilayered PMA structure based on polycrystalline film, such as Co/Pd51, Co/Pt51 and Co/Ni52, 

have been explored. Co/Ni multilayered films on a ferroelectric substrate was proposed by D.P 

Gopman53 for their potential application in strain-mediated MTJs. This hybrid structure has been 

demonstrated to have a large tunability in saturation magnetization and PMA. The coercive field 

of the Co/Ni multilayer system was reduced over 30% with electric field up to ±2MV53. This 
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work showed that Co/Ni multilayer structure is a promising material candidate for future pMTJ 

design. 

Experiments were conducted in this work to characterize two magnetic layered configurations, 

Pt/[Co/Ni]4/Co/Pt/Ti and Pt/[Co/Ni]3/Co/Pt/Ti, which were fabricated on the top of PMN-

PT[001]. Superlattice structure setup and layer dimensions are shown in Fig.2.8(a). It was 

fabricated using a series of microscale processes, such as spin coating, photolithography, e-beam 

evaporator, lift-off techniques, etc. The fabrication process is illustrated in Fig.2.8(b), which 

includes four steps. I.) Use E-beam evaporator to deposit two plate electrodes(Au) on the top and 

bottom of PMN-PT. II). Spin coat nLof2020 on top of Au layer and pattern it using optical-

lithography. III). Use E-beam evaporator to deposit superlattice structures. IV). Use lift-off 

techniques to pattern magnetic superlattice structure.  

 

Figure 2.8. (a) Illustration of Pt/[Co/Ni]4/Co/Pt/Ti/PMN-PT heterostructure. (b) Fabrication process for 

pMTJ structure in (a). 

Above heterostructures were tested using magnetic-optical kerr effect(MOKE). MOKE generates 

M-H curve with magnetic field applied along both in-plane and out-of-plane directions, and it is 
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often used to characterize the easy axis of magnetic thin films. M-H hysteresis curves for both 

heterostructures are given in Fig.2.9. An easy axis along out-of-plane direction were observed for 

both configurations, since they exhibit lower coercive fields and larger remanent magnetizations 

compared to in-plane M-H loops. Fig.2.10(a) shows the comparison of out-of-plane M-H curves 

in two heterostructures, and they have identical coercive fields 150 Oe. Fig. 2.10(b) is measured 

from PZT substrate which generate 1200ppm strain54. This amount of strain is able to tune the 

system by 8mT. In the future work, PMN-PT[100] substrate will be used, which can generate up 

to 4000-5000 strain55. It is sufficient to overcome the energy barrier between perpendicular 

direction and in-plane direction in order to achieve 180-degree ballistic switching in the magnetic 

free layer. This experimental work showed that both proposed magnetic layered structures, 

Pt/[Co/Ni]4/Co/Pt and Pt/[Co/Ni]3/Co/Pt, are promising material candidates for future pMTJ 

design.  

 

Figure 2.9. (a) M-H hysteresis loop for Pt/[Co/Ni]4/Co/Pt. (b). M-H hysteresis loop for Pt/[Co/Ni]3/Co/Pt. 
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Figure 2.10. (a) Out-of-plane curves for both Pt/[Co/Ni]3/Co/Pt/Ti/PMN-PT and 

Pt/[Co/Ni]4/Co/Pt/Ti/PMN-PT. Two identical coercive fields are obtained which is about 150 Oe. (b). 

Piezoelectric strain generated by PZT as a function of applied voltage. Corresponding reduced PMA was 

calculated.  

 

2.5. Conclusion 

 

A primary design for strain-mediated pMTJ based on Ni nanomagnet was proposed and 

simulated in this work. Micromagnetics modified to include PMA can be used to design 

elements with voltage driven 180-degree magnetic switching behavior.  A micromagnetics code 

was modified to include the surface energies that give rise to perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 

in ultra thin films.  The modified code was validated using published experimental results.  The 

code was then used to design single bit Ni elements capable of undergoing strain mediated 180-

degree switching.  By controlling the duration of the strain pulse, different magnetization 

rotation behavior was obtained, either producing a damped precession of the magnetization back 

to the initial direction or to the antiparallel direction. This approach enables designing 

heterostructures with deterministic 180 degree switching. Results indicate that 0.4% strain is 

required to overcome an energy barrier of 40 KbT and switch the magnetization 180 degrees in 3 

ns. This strain level can be further reduced if an energy barrier less than 40 KbT can be tolerated 
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or if a magnetic material with similar PMA characteristic and larger magnetoelastic coupling is 

used. This strain-mediated magnetization reversal method provides an innovative mechanism for 

spin reversal in pMTJ. Furthermore, experiments were conducted in this work to characterize 

two magnetic layered structures, Pt/[Co/Ni]3/Co/Pt and Pt/[Co/Ni]4/Co/Pt, as material candidates 

for future pMTJ design. MOKE signals indicated that both layered films exhibit PMA with 

identical coercive fields 150 Oe. This amount of coercive field can be overcome by 2250+ ppm 

piezostrain generated in PMN-PT. pMTJ structure proposed in this work(Fig.2.1) opens up a 

brand new design area for future MRAM device.   
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Chapter 3 . Spin Wave Generation by Surface Acoustic Waves 
 

3.1. Background 

 

Control of a single spin wave mode and achieving a long spin wave travelling distance in micron 

to millimeter scale structures is of great interest for spintronic device applications. Considerable 

effort has been directed toward spin wave generation and propagation methods such as through 

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions56,57, using magnetic domain walls as reconfigurable spin-wave 

nanochannels58, and propagating spin waves in a microstructured magnonic crystals59. Due to 

intrinsic spin relaxation, spin waves generally decay within several micrometers in metals56,59.  

Recent work has focused on acoustically driven spin wave resonance (SWR) in multiferroic 

systems60–66. This is achieved through magnetoelastic coupling. Magnetoelastic coupling is a 

function of the distance between spins affecting exchange interaction, magnetic dipole-dipole 

interaction, and spin-orbit interaction67. Mechanical waves have much smaller damping than spin 

waves and thus can assist spin wave propagation through magnetoelastic coupling13. SAW driven 

SWR devices provide high selectivity of spin wave modes with an in-plane wave vector modulated 

by SAW. This enables the deterministic control of the resonance frequency for spintronic device 

design. Compared to electric current induced magnetic field excitations of SWR, SAWs represent 

an energy efficient voltage driven SWR generation method. Analytical work addressing the 

coupling of micromagnetics and elasticity has been performed for acoustically driven spin wave 

resonance system65,68.  Dynamic non-volatile magnetization switching by SAW was also 

investigated for the cases of perpendicular magnetized films69 and magnetostrictive 

nanoelements70.  
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SAW driven SWR devices have been experimentally demonstrated60,61,65,66. Most of the 

experiments produced four-fold symmetry in an energy absorption rate diagram by parametrically 

sweeping the angle   that an equilibrium magnetization makes with respect to the SAW 

propagation direction. A maximum absorption rate occurred when  2 1
4

n    , so the 

magnetic film biased along 45 degree away from the SAW propagation direction produces the 

largest damping of the SAW60,61,66,68. In the experiments, a broadening linewidth of the resonance 

spectrum due to damping enhancement in the ferromagnetic thin film was also observed60,66,68, but 

the reasons for this were not identified. In this work, a systematic frequency-dependent study of 

the SAW-SWR system was conducted to determine the frequency-dependent nonlinear dynamic 

susceptibility spectrum for a magnetic thin film.  A spin wave and elastic wave were fully coupled 

by the magnetostrictive strain in a lithium niobate substrate.  This enabled capturing the acoustic 

spin pumping effect occurring at the M/NM interface.  These effects were shown to contribute to 

the linewidth broadening. 

In the work presented below27, a frequency domain FEA model was used that fully couples 

micromagnetics, piezoelectricity and elastodynamics with a feedback magnetostriction strain term 

from the magnetic system to the elastic system implemented. The frequency domain model 

provides a method to simulate the fully-coupled multiphysics for spintronic and radio frequency 

(RF) devices. Next, the frequency-dependent nonlinear dynamic susceptibility was analyzed with 

a micromagnetics simulation that captures the high frequency dynamics of magnetic materials. 

Acoustic spin pumping was implemented in the code as a boundary torque rather than using a 

homogeneous macro-spin model. This enabled simulation of the spin relaxation behavior at the 

M/NM interface at ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) as well as at a higher order spin wave 
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resonance mode. This fully coupled finite element model provided insight into the underlying 

physics of SAW driven SWR devices.  

3.2. Theory 

 

The frequency-domain code model couples micromagnetics, elastodynamics and linear 

piezoelectricity. The LLG equation in the frequency domain was obtained by assuming time 

harmonic motion of the spin in an excitation field, where the magnetization is expressed as 

 , i t

eqM M m x e    , where 
eqM  is equilibrium magnetization,  ,m x   is the 

magnetization deviation and   is the angular velocity. Note that the spatially varying 

components of the spin wave are contained in  ,m x   since it is calculated at each mesh node, 

which denotes different spatial/geometry points. It is equivalent to the analytical expression 

   0, ikxm x m e      where 0m is a complex number and k is the spin wave wave-vector. 

The magnetic field is expressed as  i t

eff eq TH H he H m    , where 
eqH  is equilibrium 

magnetic field and h  is the excitation field. Here, h  represents the magnetoelastic field. 

 TH m  is the effective magnetic field change due to the magnetization deviation m . The 

LLG equation is linearized for magnetization motion around its equilibrium state to compute its 

linear magnetization response m  under a weak external excitation field h 71. The term 

“linear” here denotes that the magnetization response is linearly proportional to the amplitude of 

external excitation field for a fixed frequency. Eq.(1.4) is linearized in the frequency domain as 

Eq.(3.1) 

 0 0 0( )eq eq eq T s eqi m H i m m m H M m m h              
                               (3.1) 
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Three math operation tensors are introduced, 1D , 2D  and 3D , which are defined as 

1 0 eqD m m m    
, 

 2 0 eq eqD m H i m m      
 and 

 3 TD m H m 
, respectively. 

Then by introducing these three tensors, Eq.(3.1) can be rearranged to give Eq.(3.2)71, 

   
1

2 1 3 1m i I D D D D h h     


    
                                                                            (3.2) 

where 
  

 is a 2nd order dynamic susceptibility tensor that determines the amplitude of the 

magnetic response. Note that although D2 linearly depends on frequency, the inverse of 

2 1 3i I D D D  
 is non-linear. Therefore, the dependence of susceptibility on frequency is non-

linear. 
I

is a 2nd order unit tensor, and 1i   . Eq.(3.2) describes the linear response of 

magnetic materials to an oscillating excitation field under fixed frequency. Specifics of the 

derivation of the 
1D

, 
2D

and 
3D

tensors are given in Appendix B. 

The behavior of the single crystal Y-Z cut lithium niobate follows linear piezoelectricity as 

described by Eq. (3.3-3.7)72,73 
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Where  is material density, u  is displacement field, 


is the stress tensor, 
tot


is the total strain 

tensor, 
el


is the elastic strain tensor,

f


is a feedback magnetostriction strain term(Appendix B), 

meU
is magnetoelastic energy, 1B

and 2B
 are the magnetoelastic constants, sM

 is the saturation 

magnetization,  D  is electric displacement, 
E

 is electric field. 

EC
is the elastic stiffness tensor 

measured under constant E. 


 is the permittivity matrix. 
e

 and 

T
e

 are the piezoelectric coupling 

tensor. A piezoelectric Rayleigh wave is used for Y-Z cut lithium niobate in the simulation, 

which is similar to the Rayleigh wave for an isotropic material but modified with anisotropy and 

piezoelectricity in a half space. A fully coupled magnetoelastic wave function for frequency-

dependent magnetization oscillation is implemented into the model. Parameters for Y-Z cut 

lithium niobate are given in Appendix C.  

When a ferromagnetic material is capped with a normal metal layer, magnetization dynamics 

induces spin pumping at the interface that absorbs spin angular momentum and enhances 

damping in the magnetic layer. The angular momentum loss is a form of spin current injected 

into the metal layer. Its frequency domain expression is given by Eq.(3.8)74 

 = Re Im
2

r t r t

s

s

L
I g g m i m g g i m z

M


  

   

 
           

                                               (3.8) 

where sI
is spin current. 

rg
  and 

tg
 is are the complex reflection and transmission spin mixing 

conductance per unit contact area, is the reduced Planck constant, z is the global Cartesian 

coordinate normal to the device surface and L is the thickness of the Ni film. For a thin film, it 

can be further reduced to Eq.(3.9-3.10)75 
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                                                                              (3.9-3.10) 

Where sI
 is the inverse spin Hall (ISH) current, cI

 is the electric current, SH
 is the spin Hall 

angle for Au, and e  is the electron charge. Since spin pumping occurs at the interface, the 

boundary conditions for the magnetic film should fulfill the zero total surface torque condition 

given by Eq.(3.11-3.14), 
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                                                                                        (3.11-3.14) 

where surfT
 , exT

 and spT
 are magnetic torque induced by surface anisotropy, exchange interface 

and spin pumping, respectively, sK
 is the surface anisotropy constant, and exA

 is exchange 

stiffness. Note that the surface anisotropy torque surfT
 was included in the simulation in order to 

investigate its influence on the system, though it turned out to be negligible in these simulations. 

It is because 3M
 is almost zero due to the in-plane equilibrium magnetization state. Spin 

pumping was implemented in all of the simulation work presented below. In the last section of 

the dissertation additional scenarios regarding spin pumping are presented in order to elucidate 

its effect on SAW and spin wave propagation. Coefficients used in the simulations are given in 

Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1. Coefficients used in the SAW driven SWR simulation. 

Properties Value 

Saturation magnetization magnitude ,Ms18 4.8e5 [A/m] 

Exchange stiffness constant , A18 1.05e-11 [J/m] 

Surface anisotropy constant, Ks76 1.5e-4 [J/m2] 

Intrinsic damping coefficient ,   18 0.038 

Bulk magneto-elastic coupling constant , B1
18 6.2e6 [J/m3] 

Bulk magneto-elastic coupling constant , B2
18 4.3e6 [J/m3] 

Reduced Planck constant  18                                                                                                             1.054571800×10−34[J·S] 

Spin Hall angle SH
for Au77,78  

0.16 [rad] 

Gyromagnetic ratio 


  18                                                       1.760859e11[1/(s*T)] 

 

3.3. Device Setup 

 

The SAW driven SWR device shown in Fig.3.1 was simulated using the FEA model with the 

theory described in Chapter 3.2. The geometry and materials consisted of two aluminum IDTs on 

Y-Z cut lithium niobate aligned with the SAW propagation direction. The SAW velocity for this 

material is 3488m/s72. The periodicity of the IDTs was varied from 6.28 um to 1.74 um, which 

gives a fundamental operating frequency from 555MHz to 2000MHz. The IDTs generate a SAW 

with a wave vector varying from 1 rad/um to 3.5 rad/um. A magnetostrictive nickel thin film was 
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placed between the two IDTs and a thin gold capping layer was used to prevent oxidization of the 

Ni film. The Ni film width was varied from 200um to 1200um and the thickness was either 25nm 

or 50nm. The overall device dimensions were 1.5mm x 60um. Perfectly matched layers were added 

at the device boundaries to prevent wave reflection. These configurations were used to investigate 

the SAW wave vector effect on the SWR spectrum of the magnetic thin film. 

 

Figure 3.1. SAW driven SWR device set up with SAW propagating along x axis. The inset shows spin 

pumping occurring at M/NM interface.  

 

3.4. Simulation Results 

 

The first simulation was directed at investigating the effects of the bias field and SAW wave vector 

on the SWR spectrum characteristics and on the device transmission coefficient S21(dB). Fig.3.2(a) 

shows the energy absorption rate phase diagram under an in-plane bias field along different 

directions, which was normalized by the maximum energy absorption rate. A wave vector of k=2 

rad/um is used for this simulation. A flower petal shaped diagram was obtained. This indicates the 

maximum energy absorption rate occurs when the applied magnetic field is at around a 45-degree 

direction away from the SAW propagating direction. A similar energy absorption rate diagram 
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was observed in experiments60,61,66,68. This phenomenon is the result of the maximum 

magnetoelastic torque occurring when the SAW wave vector makes a 45-degree angle with the 

equilibrium magnetization direction. For all the subsequent simulations presented below, the Ni 

film was magnetically initialized along the 45-degree direction by an external field. Fig.3.2(b) is a 

cross section view of a FEA simulation result showing the SAW propagating along the x-

coordinate axis with wave vector k=3.5 rad/um. The color indicates the magnitude of the ε11-

component of the strain field and the red arrows indicate particle displacement. Fig.3.2(c) shows 

the bias field dependent SWR spectrum as a function of wave vector k.  As k increases, a 

broadening linewidth and an increasing resonance bias field resH  are observed. Since the energy 

absorbed by the magnetic film is determined by68 *0 Im
2

abs res res

v

P H H dV


     , more power 

absorption is expected as the resonance field increases due to the increasing wave vector k. Note 

that spin mixing conductance in this particular simulation was set to zero to show the magnetic 

thin film intrinsic resonance spectrum. Fig.3.2(d) shows the bias field dependent device 

transmission parameter S21(dB) for different wave vectors. Larger wave vectors induce more 

power absorption by the magnetic film. A similar effect was observed in experimental work60. 

This indicates an increase in the elastic energy transferring into the magnetic energy of the system 

through magnetoelastic coupling. A resonance magnetic field shift in the S21 curves is also 

observed as the wave vector increases, resulting from the SWR spectrum shift seen in Fig.3.2(c). 

Fig.3.2 illustrates that the SWR spectrum of the magnetic film and device transmission S21 can be 

tuned by both the SAW wave vector and the external bias field.  
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Figure 3.2. (a) Normalized energy absorption rate phase diagram under different bias fields. (b) Cross-

section view of 11 component of strain field(color) with wave vector k=3.5 rad/um. Red arrows indicate 

particle displacement. (c) Bias field dependent SWR spectrum under different wave vectors.  (d) Bias field 

dependent device transmission S21(dB) under different wave vectors. 

 

When the SAW propagates through the Ni film, the magnetoelastic torque induces a spin wave 

with a definite in-plane wave vector that is matched to the coupled magnetoelastic wave vector. 

Instead of a pure surface anisotropy field induced spin wave79, which has no resonance mode 

selectivity, this SAW driven SWR enables deterministic excitation of a spin wave mode. A 

frequency-domain FEA simulation was run with a SAW wave vector 1.2 rad/um, bias field 520 

A/m and electric field 1e5 V/m applied to the substrate. Continuous power was provided to the 

input IDT to obtain the steady-state response of the system in the frequency domain. The frequency 

domain finite element solution only provides the steady state response after resonance has been 

fully excited. Fig.3.3 shows the real part of longitudinal acoustic wave ε11 component along the 
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SAW propagation direction for 25nm Ni thick films with a length of 200um, 600um and 1200um, 

respectively. Mechanical damping rate for lithium niobate is in the range of 0.02 to 0.2 dB/mm 

depending on crystal cut, operation frequency and measure temperature80–82. This is much smaller 

than the energy exchange induced damping rate of 23dB/mm extracted from Fig.3.3. Therefore, in 

this work mechanical damping rate is neglected. In Fig.3.3 the elastic wave exhibits an exponential 

decay when it propagates past the Ni film due to the feedback magnetostrictive strain from the 

magnetic system. The inset is a close-up of the SAW in the 200um film. The corresponding excited 

spin wave in this film is shown in Fig.3.4. Fig.3.4(a) shows the real part of the three magnetization 

deviation components, delta m1, delta m2 and delta m3. Due to intrinsic magnetic damping, the 

spin wave usually damps out much more quickly than acoustic wave13, which results in the spin 

wave amplitude being only determined by the local acoustic wave amplitude instead of the 

accumulated acoustic energy. The largest SAW amplitude, at the edge of magnetic film closest to 

the source, gives a maximum steady-state resonance amplitude of the spin wave. With the total 

energy gradually attenuated along the Ni film due to magnetic damping, evanescence of both the 

spin wave and SAW amplitude occur as seen in Fig.3.3 and Fig.3.4. Spin pumping at the M/NM 

interface was taken into account in this simulation. Without the spin pumping effect, the 

attenuation rate becomes higher as discussed below. For better illustration of the spin wave, a small 

region is extracted from the whole magnetic film indicated by the dashed rectangular in Fig.3.4(a) 

and ploted in Fig.3.4(b). It shows that delta m1 and delta m2 are out-of-phase by 90 degrees as 

expected and, due to a strong demagnetization field along the z axis, delta m3 is suppressed leading 

to a smaller amplitude compared with the other two. Fig.3.4(c) shows both the spin wave and 

elastic wave in the same extracted region. An identical wave vector for both spin wave and SAW 

wave is observed, which demonstrates the deterministic selectivity of the spin wave mode in a 
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magnetic film matched to the magnetoelastic wave vector. This simulation result shows that a 

single spin wave excitation mode can be deterministically modulated by the SAW wave vector.  

 

Figure 3.3. Travelling elastic wave 11 component (k=1.2 rad/um) along x coordinate for 200um, 600um 

and 1200um magnetic film, respectively. The inset shows the close-up of the SAW for the 200um magnetic 

film. An exponential decay occurs when SAW propagates through magnetic film. Input IDT is located at -

700um, where the localized strain maxima are observed. 
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Figure 3.4. (a) Spin wave for the 200um magnetic film along x coordinate driven by SAW with k=1.2 

rad/um. Three components of magnetization deviation, delta m1, delta m2 and delta m3 are presented.  (b). 

Close-up of the spin wave as indicated by the dashed rectangular in (a). Delta m1 and delta m2 are out-of-

phase by 90 degree. Due to a strong demagnetization field along the z axis, delta m3 is suppressed leading 

to a smaller amplitude compared with the other two. (c). Spin wave and elastic wave in the same extracted 

region. The two waves have identical wave vectors. 

After demonstrating the deterministic excitation of a single spin wave mode, another important 

issue comes up for SAW driven SWR device design, which is to operate the device within a certain 

range of resonance frequencies and wave vectors where the elastic wave and spin wave are strongly 

coupled. This issue can be addressed by examining the coupling strength of magnons and phonons, 

namely magnetoelastic dispersion. In Fig.3.5, four types of dispersion are identified, analytical 
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unperturbed spin wave (dashed green), analytical unperturbed elastic wave (dashed pink) and 

analytical two branches of coupled magnetoelastic wave (solid blue and red). FEA simulation 

results (black dot) are also given for the lower branch of the magnetoelastic dispersion. The 

analytical unperturbed spin wave dispersion was calculated with exchange interaction. FEA 

simulation results presented coupled magnetoelastic dispersion with both exchange interaction and 

demagnetization field taken into account. A 735 A/m external bias field was used for this 

simulation. This dispersion relationship usually consists of three zones, D, W and G. The half 

branches of the spectrum in the D zone are either quasi-magnonic or quasi-phononic. On the quasi-

magnonic branch, magnetization deviation prevails while on quasi-phononic branch the elastic 

wave prevails. In the W zone, from k=1.18 rad/um to k=1.22 rad/um in our case, a mixed 

characteristic wave can be observed, where the resonance frequency separation 0.0= 1f GHz of 

two branches is minimal. At the G zone both branches are quasi-phononic which leads to a pseudo-

bandgap. This bandgap is also called the “forbidden band” for spintronic device design where no 

spin wave propagation is possible83. With 735 A/m external bias field, the forbidden band for SAW 

driven SWR device is 663.57-666.85 MHz as shown in Fig.3.5. The coupling of these two waves 

is not appreciable unless the wave vector and angular frequency for unperturbed waves are 

comparable to each other. So the crossover region W near upper or lower branches is the desirable 

working zone for SAW driven SWR device design. FEA results give dispersive quasi-magnonic 

branch resulting from both exchange interaction and magnetostatic surface waves83 as shown in 

the inset for a wider range of dispersion spectrum. All the simulations in this work were conducted 

within the W region near the lower branch of the magnetoelastic dispersion.  
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Figure 3.5. Dispersion spectrum for magnetoelastic wave under 735 A/m bias field. Five data sets are 

displayed, unperturbed spin wave(dashed green), unperturbed elastic wave(dashed pink), magnetoelastic 

wave-upper branch(solid blue), magnetoelastic wave-lower branch(solid red) and FEA simulation results 

for lower branch(black dot). This dispersion can be divided into three zones, D, W and G. The half branches 

of the spectrum in the D zone are either quasi-magnonic or quasi-phononic. A mixed characteristic wave 

can be observed in the W zone. At the G zone both branches are a quasi-phononic which leads to a pseudo-

bandgap. FEA results give dispersive quasi-magnonic branch resulting from both exchange interaction and 

magnetostatic surface waves as shown in the inset for a wider range of dispersion spectrum. 

Another interesting phenomenon that has been reported in many SAW driven SWR experiments 

is damping enhancement in magnetic thin films60,66,68, and the reason for it remained unclear. 

Several possible causes have been proposed such as nonuniform excitation by SAW68, a two 

magnon processes68 and spin pumping66. Spin pumping occurs at the M/NM interface, and this 

further induces an inverse spin Hall effect(ISHE) in the metal layer by injecting spin current into 

it. This non-local interaction can induce damping enhancement in magnetic films. Some effort has 

been made in investigating the uniform spin pumping effect on this damping enhancement by using 

a ‘macrospin’ model and a negative conclusion was obtained by showing that uniform spin 

pumping can only increase the damping factor by about 0.006 for Ni film66. However, a ‘macrospin’ 
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excitation, commonly referred as the FMR mode, is only one of many types of magnetic resonance 

excitation in magnetic thin films. It has been demonstrated experimentally84 and analytically75 that 

non-uniform excitation modes in magnetic films can behave differently from the FMR mode in 

terms of spin pumping, and different magnetoelastic wave propagation directions also impact the 

spin pumping effect85.  

In order to more accurately describe nonuniform spin pumping behavior in the Ni film, an acoustic 

spin pumping model was implemented to explore its effect on damping enhancement. Acoustic 

spin pumping is driven by the voltage-induced acoustic wave in the piezoelectric substrate, which 

interacts with spins in the magnetic layers and thus induces spin pumping at the magnetic/metal 

interface86,87. Because acoustic spin pumping arises from a surface spin wave that is induced by 

the presence of a surface anisotropy torque, surface exchange interaction torque and spin pumping 

torque together, it was implemented as a boundary torque rather than as an average of the spin 

pumping effect through the whole film. The inset in Fig.3.1 is an illustration of spin pumping 

occurring at Ni/Au interface. A spin current is pumped into the Au layer by the precessing 

magnetic moments in the Ni film. Due to the ISHE, the spin-polarized current induces an electric 

current that accumulates electrical charges with opposite signs at the opposite lateral surfaces. This 

effect leads to an electric signal that can be measured through an external analog circuit terminal77. 

Two parameters are critical in analyzing spin pumping75, spin mixing conductance g


 and spin 

Hall angle SH . However, no available value for spin mixing conductance at the Ni/Au interface 

was available. A value range of 
15 17

2
11 10 1 10

cm
   depending on the spin Hall angle of metal 

layer is given by B. L. Zink’s calculation work on ISHE for native oxides of nickel and permalloy 

with platinum and gold overlayers77. A spin Hall angle SH  0.0016 (rad) for Au is commonly used 
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in the literature77,78. Therefore, a median value of spin mixing conductance, 
16

2
11 10

cm
 , was 

chosen for the FEA simulation. Fig.3.6(a) shows a film size dependent transmission S21(dB). Four 

sets of data are displayed, experimental results (black square)61, FEA simulation results for 

intrinsic damping 0.038 without acoustic spin pumping (red dot), intrinsic damping 0.038 with 

acoustic spin pumping (blue upward triangle), and equivalent effective damping factor ' 0.13a 

(pink downward triangle).  A SAW wave vector k=3.48 rad/um was chosen for this simulation in 

order to compare with experimental results61. In Ref[61], system transmission rate S21(dB) was 

measured for three different film lengths. These experimental data are compared with simulation 

results. Fig.3.6(a) shows that with intrinsic damping of 0.038, the SAW almost completely damps 

out after it propagates 400um past the magnetic film(red dots). Since the spin wave is strongly 

coupled to the SAW, if the SAW almost completely damps out at 400um, there is almost no 

significant energy exchange between the elastic system and magnetic system after this propagation 

distance. Due to intrinsic magnetic damping, spin waves can only continue to propagate up to 

several micrometers in metals13,56,59. Therefore, it’s reasonable to assume that the spin wave almost 

completely damps out together with the SAW at around 400um in this case. The experimental 

results61 indicate a much lower energy exchange rate, which enables the SAW and spin wave to 

propagate up to 1200um (black squares). This gives an equivalent damping factor of 0.13 in the 

magnetic film(pink downward triangle), which is approximately three times the intrinsic Gilbert 

damping 0.038. This damping factor dependent energy exchange rate can be better explained by 

Fig.3.6(b). Fig.3.6(b) shows the FMR spectrum(imaginary part of susceptibility) with various 

damping factors of Ni film under the same bias field 5656A/m. This figure demonstrates that the 

susceptibility of the magnetic film has a non-linear dynamic dependence on frequency. As the 

damping factor increases, a decrease in the susceptibility was observed together with a linewidth 
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broadening phenomenon. Since energy absorption rate in Ni film is expressed as 

*0
abs Im

2
bias bias

v

P H H dV


    
68, a decrease in susceptibility  leads to a lower energy 

absorption rate. Spin pumping induces additional damping, approximately 0.09, in the magnetic 

film(Fig.3.6(a) blue upward triangles) and thus decreases its energy absorption rate from elastic 

energy. A lower evanescence rate of the SAW is obtained from its reduced interaction with the 

spin wave because the spin wave loses its momentum to the metal layer as a form of spin current. 

On the contrary, without spin pumping induced additional damping the spin wave has a higher 

resonance amplitude, which enhances its energy absorption rate from elastic energy and thus 

increases evanescence rate of SAW. Therefore, the spin wave can propagate farther with a lower 

evanescence rate due to spin pumping. In this simulation, all data sets were evaluated at the same 

bias field of 5656A/m to study the spin pumping effect on a SAW-SWR device with a fixed IDT 

configuration. The mesh size was reduced until there was less than a 1% percentage error for 

energy absorption rate. Error bars of this magnitude are shown in Fig.3.6(a).  The error bars shown 

for the experimental data are estimated from two different experimental set-ups on the same device 

that were tested with almost identical S21(dB) energy absorption rate. The fabrication error in the 

electrical pad size could result in just 1.7% error for the worst case in 300um film.  This percentage 

of error is reflected in Fig.3.6(a). Note that the spin mixing conductance at the Ni/Au interface was 

merely estimated from previous analytical work77. The real mixing conductance in the experiments 

could be either higher or lower. A higher spin mixing conductance constant will result in more 

damping enhancement in the Ni film, which thus lowers the evanescence rate of the SAW, and 

vice versa. Nevertheless, the computational results in this work still provide a convincing argument 

that acoustic spin pumping is one of main mechanisms responsible for linewidth broadening 

phenomenon.  
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Figure 3.6. (a). Transmission S21(dB) as a function of film length under 5656A/m bias field. Four data 

sets are presented, experimental data(black square), simulation results for intrinsic damping 0.038 without 

spin pumping(red dot), intrinsic damping 0.038 with spin pumping(blue upward triangle) and equivalent 

effective damping factor 0.13 without spin pumping(pink downward triangle). Linear fit is given for 

experimental datas.(b) Susceptibility spectrum with various damping factors under 5656A/m bias field.  

 

3.5. Conclusion 

 

A frequency-domain 2D finite element model was developed that fully couples micromagnetics, 

piezoelectrics and elastodynamics with a spin pumping effect at the M/NM interface and was used 

to simulate a SAW driven SWR device that generates spin waves with selective resonance modes. 

The simulation results showed that the characteristics of the SWR spectrum and device 

transmission S21 (dB) can be tailored by both bias magnetic field and SAW wave vector. Using 

the fully-coupled FEA code, a spatial distribution of spin waves and elastic waves was shown in 

this work that indicated an exponential decay along the SAW propagation direction. Spin pumping 

at the M/NM interface causes damping enhancement in the magnetic film which lowers its energy 

absorption rate from elastic energy. A lower evanescence rate of the SAW is thus observed due to 

its reduced interaction with the spin wave, which in turn enables a longer distance propagation of 
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the spin wave (up to 1200 um) in the magnetic film. These simulation results provide a persuasive 

explanation for the damping enhancement phenomenon observed by experimentalists60,66,68.  
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Chapter 4 . Multiband E-field Tuning Filter Based on a Multiferroic 

Structure  
 

4.1. Background 

 

One central challenge for tunable filter design is to tune the filter with low power consumption. 

To serve this purpose, considerable efforts have been directed at investigating multiferroic 

heterostructure which utilize electric-field-induced piezoelectric strain to tune the band instead of 

current induced magnetic field. Several multiferroic structures with one single layer magnetic 

film on top of piezoelectric substrate were investigated, such as FeGaB/PZN-PT88, 

BaFe12O19/Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
89, BaFe12O19/PZT90, FeGaB/PZN-PT91,YIG/PZT92. These experiments 

observed either large zero-magnetic-field(H-field) central resonance frequency with low 

tunability89,90,92,93, or low zero-H-field central resonance frequency with high tunability88,91. It is 

difficult to have both high zero-H-field central resonance frequency and high tunability 

simultaneously due to high loss tangent properties and intrinsic anisotropy stiffness field of 

magnetic materials. Moreover, only one significant band was observed in the majority of current 

works. A side or minor band may exhibit in the experiments due to higher order resonance93. In 

the telecommunication system, multiband filters with tunable band number(more than 2) and 

band central frequencies are of great interest. A good example is the multiple bands in mobile 

devices support roaming between different regions where different standards are used for mobile 

telephone services94. Particularly, satellite communication systems work in Ku-band or Ka-band 

which requires much higher working central frequency, 10GHz-40GHz, for direct broadcast 

satellite services or military purpose95.   
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In this work, a multiband tunable filter consisted of three perpendicularly magnetized films and a 

piezoelectric substrate PMN-PT[100] was proposed. Three configurations for magnetic layered 

structures were investigated, Ni(2nm)/Ni(4nm)/Ni(6nm) with NiCu as spacer, Terfenol-

D(2nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm), and Terfenol-D(2nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Ni(6nm). A 

frequency-domain micromagnetics code was developed in order to investigate high frequency 

dynamics of proposed systems. E-field tunability of all three configurations were investigated, 

and interface coupling effect was incorporated into the system through Hoffman boundary 

condition. Since critical band number is equal to magnetic layer number, though this work only 

presents the design for triple band tunable filter, more bands can be obtained by adding extra 

magnetic layers to heterostructures for various purposes.  

4.2. Theory 

 

In this work, the linearized LLG equation in the frequency domain (Chapter 3.2) is used to 

describe spin precession behavior in the magnetic layers. In order to capture spin interaction 

between different layers, Hoffman boundary condition is used at magnetic/magnetic interface, 

which is stated as in Eq.(4.1)96 

,2 0
i

i i mi s i j

i

m
m A E J m

n

 
    

  
                                                               (4.1) 

where im  is magnetization vector in the ith layer(i=1,2,3), iA is exchange constant in the ith layer, 

,s iE is surface anisotropy for the same layer, J is interface exchange constant between the ith and jth 

adjacent magnetic layers(j=1,2,3). The stiffness matrix for trilayer system is given in Eq.(4.2) 
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This is 9X9 matrix with 9 cells. Each cell is a 2nd-order tensor that represents the field along 

different directions in Cartesian Coordinates. The diagonal cells are the equilibrium/stiffness 

magnetic fields in each individual layer, while off-diagonal terms are the stiffness fields due to 

spin interaction/crosstalk with adjacent layers. There are several main contributions to total 

stiffness field, i.e. PMA, demagnetization field, interface exchange field and magnetoelastic field. 

Note that polycrystalline CoFeB and Terfenol-D film are used for this device design which makes 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy(MCA) negligible. This stiffness field tensor is then plugged into 

frequency-domain linearized LLG equation to obtain magnetospectrum of magnetic layered 

structure.  

Behavior of piezoelectric substrate follows piezoelectricity described in Session 1.22. Electric field 

induced strain is transferred to adjacent magnetic layers that alters their stiffness field through 

magnetoelastic coupling. Since the magnetospectrum is dependent on stiffness fields of magnetic 

films, the resonance frequency of the filter can thus be tuned by the modified magnetoelastic field. 

Note that in this work a macrospin model is used for each magnetic layer under the assumption of 

a single domain disk, while non-uniform distribution characteristics of spins are captured in the 

code through Hoffman boundary condition. Material properties are listed below. 

Table 4.1 Critical parameters for multiband filter design 

Properties Value 

Interlayer exchange constant  0.2-0.5e-3 [J/m2] 
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Surface anisotropy constant for Ni, Ks20 3.2e-4 [J/m2] 

Surface anisotropy constant for CoFeB, Ks26  1.3e-3 [J/m2] 

PMA constant for Terfenol-D, Kv20 3.4e-5[J/m3] 

Damping coefficient for Ni ,   15 0.038 

Damping coefficient for CoFeB ,  26                     
 

0.01 

Damping coefficient for Ni ,  26                                                                     0.06 

Bulk magneto-elastic coupling constant for Ni, B1
15

 7e6 [J/m3] 

Bulk magneto-elastic coupling constant for CoFeB, B1
26 -6.2e6 [J/m3] 

Bulk magneto-elastic coupling constant for Terfenol-D, B1
26                                      -1.4e8[J/m3] 

 

 

4.3. Device Setup 

 

Fig.4.1 shows basic setup for multiband tunable filter. Three configurations are simulated, 

Ni(2nm)/Ni(4nm)/Ni(6nm)/PMN-PT[100] with NiCu Spacer, CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/ 

CoFeB(1nm)/PMN-PT[100], and Ni(6nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/PMN-PT[100]. All 

the magnetic layers exhibit PMA with an out-of-plane equilibrium magnetization state. For 

CoFeB and Ni film, PMA arises from surface anisotropy of magnetic materials, which is 

inversely proportional to thin film thickness when film thickness is below some critical 

threshold97. Terfenol-D film is found to have PMA within a wide range of thickness up to 

1.5um98,99, which mostly arises from the growth condition. In this work, 2nm Terfenol-D film is 

used for filter design. Different thickness for each magnetic layer is defined in order to have a 

stiffness field gradient within this layered structure. PMN-PT[100] is previously coated with Au 

plate electrodes on both lateral sides. One side is sourced with DC electric signal while the other 
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side is grounded. Electric field induced piezo-strain transfers to the magnetic layered structure 

and tunes the total stiffness field of system via magnetoelastic coupling. When this device is 

subject to an external electromagnetic signal, spins in three layers start to oscillate around their 

equilibrium state and come to resonance at certain frequency bands. Therefore, the proposed 

structure only absorbs the electromagnetic signal at band frequencies and allows the signal of 

remaining frequencies to pass through. This characteristic can be used to design a multiband 

tunable band-stop filter, in which both band frequency range and band number can be tuned by 

DC voltage signal applied to the PMN-PT[100] substrate.  

 

Figure 4.1. Multiband tunable filter based on multiferroic structure. (a). 

Ni(2nm)/Ni(4nm)/Ni(6nm)/PMN-PT.(b). CoFeB(1nm)/ Terfenol-D(2nm)/ CoFeB(1nm)/PMN-PT.(c). 

Ni(6nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/PMN-PT 

 

4.4. Simulation Results 

 

The first simulation efforts were directed at obtaining the resonance spectrum of 

Ni(2nm)/Ni(4nm)/Ni(6nm) as shown in Fig.4.1(a). Note that a NiCu spacer between different Ni 

films is used. Fig.4.2(a) shows the absolute value of susceptibility for this configuration. Three 
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modes are observed under zero H-field, which are 7.52 GHz, 29.23Ghz, and 84.93 GHz, 

respectively. This demonstrates the capability of the proposed structure to operate at a satellite 

communication frequency band without any aid of external H-fields. The first mode, 7.52GHz, is 

usually referred as the fundamental FMR mode or acoustic mode. All spins under this mode 

oscillate in the same phase, as illustrated in Fig.3(a). Therefore, total responses of the system to 

external electromagnetic signals reaches maximum. Since there is no spin interaction between 

two adjacent layers when they are in the same phase, the stiffness field of the system only 

contains demagnetization field, PMA and magnetoelastic field. This leads to FMR frequency 

being the lowest resonance frequency of the system since resonance frequency is roughly 

proportional to magnetic stiffness field,  0 0H H M    100. Higher order resonance 

modes(optical modes), 29.23GHz and 84.93 GHz, are also present in the magnetospectrum under 

exchange coupling between adjacent magnetic layers. Under these modes, spins in each layer 

oscillate with different phases, and thus reduce the total response of the system. Note that the 3rd 

resonance mode is less significant than the other two. It is because all three magnetic layers 

oscillate out-of-phase which cancels the integral response of all magnetic layers. Fig.4.2(b) 

shows the real part of susceptibility. This value represents the energy exchange rate between 

filter and electromagnetic field with spin precession in phase with external electromagnetic 

signals. Fig.4.3(c) shows the imaginary part of susceptibility. This value is proportional to the 

power dissipation within magnetic films. Energy irreversible absorption rate, or power 

dissipation, in magnetic films is expressed as *0 Im
2

abs res res

v

P H H dV


     , where Hres is 

resonance magnetic fields68. Higher imaginary part value of susceptibility results in higher 

irreversible absorption rate by magnetic layered structure. Note that in Fig.4.2(a) when frequency 

is equal to zero, absolute susceptibility value gives the static response of system. This simulation 
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demonstrates that even with zero H-field, proposed filter structure is still able to present high 

frequency band(>10GHz) due to self-biased PMA. Multiple bands can also be obtained resulting 

from spin exchange coupling among magnetic layered structure.  

 

Figure 4.2. (a) Absolute value of susceptibility. Three modes are observed for this filter, one 

acoustic(fundamental) mode and two higher order(optical) modes. (b) Real part of susceptibility, which 

represents the energy exchange between filter and incoming electromagnetic signals. (c) Imaginary part of 

susceptibility, which represents the irreversible energy absorption by filter.   

 

Figure 4.3.  Illustration of different resonance modes. (a) acoustic mode, which is also referred as FMR 

mode or fundamental mode. All the spins oscillate in the same phase. (b). Optical mode, wherein at least 

one layer rotates out-of-phase with others.  

In order to better understand the resonance modes in Fig.4.2. Phase information for each 

magnetic layer under three resonance modes are given in Table 4.2. Under the acoustic mode, all 
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three layers have almost the same phase, which is around -90 degree. Here minus(-) sign means 

magnetization response lags the excitation field by 90 degree. Correspondingly, plus(+) sign 

means magnetization response leads the excitation field by 90 degree. Under the 1st optical mode 

with resonance frequency 29.23GHz, the first layer and the second layer are in phase, and they 

both have a 180 degree phase difference from the third layer. For the 2nd optical mode with 

resonance frequency 84.93GHz, all magnetic layers are rotating out-of-phase. This large phase 

difference cancels out total response of magnetic films, which leads to a low energy absorption 

rate from electromagnetic signals at this frequency band. This simulation results indicate that in 

order to have a large absorption efficiency, it is better to work the filter in the bands wherein 

phase difference among spins are minimized.  

Table 4.2. Different spin precession phases for magnetic layers.  

 

The E-field tunability of filter bands is then investigated. A ramping voltage is applied to one 

lateral side of the PMN-PT[100], which generates electric field varying from 0 to 2e6 MV/m. 

Fig.4.4(a) shows the magnetospectrum shifts under various electric fields. The inset is a close-up 

region of the 1st band shift under various electric fields. With increasing electric field, the 

resonance frequency is decreasing as shown in Fig.4.4(b). A moderate tunability of 0.81GHz is 

achieved for the acoustic mode (1st band), where the 2nd band only shifts about 60MHz. The 3rd 

resonance mode is not inspected in this figure due to its low susceptibility value.  
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Figure 4.4. Voltage tunability of Ni(2nm)/Ni(4nm)/Ni(6nm)/PMN-PT filter. (a) Magnetospectrum under 

various electric fields. Acoustic mode(1st band) shifts 0.81GHz, and 2nd band almost remains untuned. 

Inset in (a) is a close-up region of 1st resonance frequency shift under various electric fields. (b). 1st and 

2nd bands shift due to applied electric fields.   

In order to achieve larger tunability, a second configuration of tunable filter was proposed, that is 

CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/PMN-PT[100] multiple layers. The saturation 

magnetostriction coefficient for Terfenol-D is 1200ppm, which is about 45 times higher than Ni, 

-27ppm26. CoFeB is also a positive magnetostrictive material with 50s ppm  26. Under the 

same piezoelectric strain, Terfenol-D has a larger stiffness field change from magnetoelastic 

coupling than CoFeB, which gives more stiffness field gradient in the magnetic layered structure. 

Fig.4.5(a) shows zero-H-field magnetospectrum under various electric fields. With zero electric 

field, there are two significant absorption bands, and resonance frequencies are 1.22GHz and 

21.16GHz, respectively. When sweeping electric fields from 0 to 2 MV/m, the 1st resonance field 

shifts 8.95 GHz as shown in Fig.4.5(b), which is about 733.6% of the original frequency(

733.6%
f

f


 ). The second resonance frequency is only tuned by 0.71GHz. In this 

configuration, the 1st mode is the acoustic mode, wherein all the spins precess together. All three 

magnetic layers have positive contributions to the system when the electric field is increasing. In 
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the 2nd mode, two CoFeB layers rotate in phase, while Terfenol-D rotates out-of-phase by 90 

degree. Therefore, it makes a negative contribution to the system which counteracts the positive 

contributions from CoFeB layers. Therefore, the 2nd band has limited tunability with increasing 

electric fields.  

 

Figure 4.5. Voltage tunability of CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/CoFeB(1nm) multiferroic filter with 

zero-H-field. (a) Magnetospectrum under various electric fields. 1st band shifts 8.95 GHz, and 2nd band 

shifts 0.71 GHz. (b). Resonance frequency shifts due to applied electric fields.   

Besides band central frequencies, band number can also be tuned by E-field. A third configuration 

is proposed which is composed of Ni(6nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/PMN-PT[100] 

heterostructure. Since both Terfenol-D and CoFeB are positive magnetostriction material, with 

positive strain along z direction, induced magnetoelastic field reinforces spin stabilized along that 

direction. However, Ni is a negative magnetostriction material. Positive strain reduces its stiffness 

field. 2 MV/m electric field generates 1200 ppm strain in z direction, which has been shown not 

to be enough to overcome the energy barrier between out-of-plane and in-plane direction25. 

Therefore, the equilibrium state for the Ni film is still along the z-direction. This characteristic 

enhances the stiffness field discrepancy in different magnetic layers when it is subjected to electric 

fields. Fig.4.6 shows the magnetospectrum under various electric fields for this configuration. 
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Fig.4.6(a) shows that under zero E-field and H-field, three bands are observed, 2.21GHz, 7.22GHz 

and 45.39GHz. Upon applying electric field, the 1st band shifts to the right with gradually 

increasing electric field, as indicated by Fig.4.6(b-c).  When electric field increases to 1.5 MV/m, 

the 1st band is merged with the 2nd band. Therefore, only two bands are observed at this point. 

When electric field continues to increase, the original 1st band shifts further to the right. The system 

again displays three bands(Fig.4.6(d)). Fig.4.7 shows the frequency tunability for all three bands 

during this process. 2nd resonance frequency only shifts 0.69GHz ( 9.6%
f

f


  ) and 3rd resonance 

frequency shifts 1.14GHz ( 2.51%
f

f


 ). They are barely tuned compared to 1st band, which shifts 

10.7GHz ( 484.2%
f

f


  ). This simulation result indicates that this 

Ni(6nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/PMN-PT[100] multiferroic structure can be used to 

design a filter wherein the band number can be tuned by an E-field. The tunability of the active 

band is determined by the amplitude of E-field. 
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Figure 4.6. Zero-H-field magnetospectrum for Ni(6nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/PMN-PT[100] 

multiferroic filter under various electric fields. (a) E=0 MV/m three bands are observed. (b). E=0.5 

MV/m. 1st band is closer to the 2nd band. (c). E=1.5 MV/m, the 1st band is merged with the 2nd band. Only 

two bands are observed at this point. (d). E=2MV/m. The original 1st band travels further towards the 3rd 

band.  
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Figure 4.7. Frequency tunability of Ni(6nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/PMN-PT[100] multiferroic 

filter under various electric fields.  

Another important parameter that has a great impact on the behavior of the multiferroic filter is 

the interlayer exchange constant. Interlayer exchange energy is expressed as ij i jE J M M   96, 

where Mi is magnetization in ith layer. Jij is interlayer exchange coupling constant. Jij can be 

determined approximately from the equation 
2

2

'S
ij

J
J m

a
  101 or 

2
ij

i j

A
J

M M b
 102, where S is the 

spin number, a is the lattice constant, m=8 for fcc lattices, 'J  is the exchange integral across the 

interface, A is the average value of exchange constants for two magnetic layers, and b is the 

separation of the layers. Both expressions indicate that the interlayer exchange constant can be 

altered by the separation distance of two layers, i.e. spacer thickness. The same configuration 

from the last study, Ni(6nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/PMN-PT[100], is used and all the 

parameters remained unchanged except that a slightly higher exchange constant, 3e-3 J/m2, was 

chosen for the coupling between Terfenol-D and CoFeB in this study. The corresponding E-field 

tuning magnetospectrum is given in Fig.4.8(a). Unlike the previous study, there are only two 
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significant bands, 7.19GHz and 9.29GHz, and the 1st band almost has no shift under applied 

electric fields. However, a large tunability up to 7.78GHz can be obtained in the 2nd band (

83.74%
f

f


 ). One main reason is that spins in the CoFeB and Terfenol-D layers always 

precess together to yield one absorption peak(1st band), since there is a stronger interlayer 

coupling strength. The first band is the acoustic mode, where Ni film rotate together with the 

other two. Since Ni film has negative magnetostriction, it cancels out total response of CoFeB 

and Terfenol-D layers under external electric fields. While for the second mode, Ni is out-of-

phase by 180 degree. Due to opposite polarity of magnetostriction, the stiffness field shifts of all 

three layers are added up in response to external electric fields. Therefore, a large tunability is 

only observed in the second band. This simulation results demonstrate that interlayer exchange 

coupling can selectively choose one band to be more active in response to external applied 

electric fields while other bands remain untuned.  

 

Figure 4.8. Voltage tunability of Ni(6nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/PMN-PT multiferroic filter 

with zero-H-field. Interlayer exchange constant is 3e-3 J/m2 between Terfenol-D and CoFeB, and 0.5e-3 

J/m2 for the other interface. (a) Magnetospectrum under various electric fields. (b). Resonance frequency 

shifts due to electric fields.  A large tunability up to 7.78GHz can be obtained for the 2nd band.   
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4.5. Conclusion 

 

An E-field tuning multiband filter with three different configurations was proposed in this work, 

which consists of three magnetic layers and a piezoelectric substrate. It utilizes small oscillation 

behaviors of spin at resonances when it’s subject to external micromagnetic signals. The filter 

exhibits up to three absorption peaks resulting from the spin interaction between adjacent 

magnetic layers. It has been demonstrated numerically that this proposed filter has a large 

resonance frequency (>10GHz) even at zero H-field due to high self-biased  

PMA in magnetic thin films. The thickness for each magnetic layer is designed in a way that it 

gives a stiffness field gradient in this layered structure which has been demonstrated to be 

essential for the observation of significant bands. A large E-field tunability up to 10GHz was 

observed for configuration CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/PMN-PT and 

Ni(6nm)/CoFeB(1nm)/Terfenol-D(2nm)/PMN-PT. The band number can also be tuned by 

migrating the 1st band towards the 2nd band until fully merged through piezoelectric strain. It was 

also found that by modifying interlayer exchange coupling strength, one can selectively tune one 

absorption band by E-field while other bands remain untuned.  
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Chapter 5 . Summary and Conclusions 
 

This dissertation has proposed and discussed three novel applications of nanomagnets in 

multiferroic heterostructures, i.e. pMTJ in MRAM, SAW driven SWR device and multiband 

tunable filters. They are based on multiferroic structures composed of magnetostrictive materials 

and a piezoelectric substrate. This heterostructure transfers electric field induced piezoelectric 

strain to magnetic layers and thus alters the magnetization states in nanomagnets through 

magnetoelastic coupling. A time-domain 3D FEA code developed by Cheng-yen Liang,etc20 was 

expanded to include surface anisotropy induced PMA in order to study the spin dynamics in 

pMTJ. Particularly, a frequency-domain FEA code which fully couples micromagnetics, 

elastodynamics and piezoelectricity was first developed in this dissertation with spin pumping at 

M/NM interface taken into account. It was used to assist the design of both SAW driven SWR 

devices and multiband tunable filter.  

In Chapter 1, general background for multiferroic structures was given especially for three 

proposed devices, strain-mediated MRAM, SAW device and tunable filter. Limitation of these 

structures was also addressed, which leads to the proposed novel designs based on voltage-driven 

multiferroic heterostructure. Theory on micromagnetics, piezoelectricity and elastodynamics was 

introduced as well as the FEA basis.   

In Chapter 2, a primary design for strain-mediated pMTJ structure was proposed based on 

Ni/PZT heterostructure.  FEA simulation results on a voltage induced 180-degree perpendicular 

magnetization switching in the free layer of MTJ was presented. This 180-degree switching was 

achieved by combining perpendicular magnetic anisotropy due to surface effects with a 
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temporally short voltage induced strain pulse. The angular momentum of the magnetic moment 

results in its precession in response to an in-plane effective magnetic field induced by strain, 

causing it to overshoot the 90-degree reorientation to an in-plane equilibrium position.  Removal 

of the strain at the peak overshoot results in a 180-degree magnetization switch.  Experiments 

were conducted on Pt/[Co/Ni]4/Co/Pt and Pt/[Co/Ni]3/Co/Pt magnetic layered structures, which 

were shown to exhibit moderate PMA by MOKE. These magnetic layered structures are 

promising material candidates for future pMTJ design.  

Chapter 3 presented simulation and analysis work on SAW driven SWR devices, which can be 

used to design an acoustic transducer or a multiferroic coplanar waveguide. SAW on 

piezoelectric substrates can excite SWR in magnetostrictive films through magnetoelastic 

coupling. This acoustically driven SWR enables the excitation of a single spin wave mode with 

an in-plane wave vector k matched to the magnetoelastic wave vector. The simulation results, for 

the first time, presented the spatial distribution of magnetization components that, together with 

elastic wave, exponentially decay along the propagation direction due to magnetic damping. It 

has also been shown that the system transmission rate S21(dB) can be tuned by both an external 

bias field and the SAW wave vector. Acoustic spin pumping at a M/NM interface leads to 

damping enhancement in magnetic films that decreases the energy absorption rate from elastic 

energy. This weakened interaction between the magnetic energy and elastic energy leads to a 

lower evanescence rate of the SAW that results in a longer distance propagation. With strong 

magnetoelastic coupling, the SAW driven spin wave is able to propagate up to 1200um. This 

simulation work provides a valuable insight to the underlying physics of SAW driven SWR 

devices.  
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In Chapter 4, a novel design of an E-field tuning multiband filter based on multiferroic 

heterostructures was proposed. It is composed of three magnetic layers with perpendicular 

magnetic anisotropy(PMA) and one piezoelectric substrate. Three configurations for magnetic 

layered structure were investigated, Ni/Ni/Ni with NiCu as spacer, CoFeB/Terfenol-D/CoFeB, 

and Terfenol-D/CoFeB/Ni.  Magnetic multilayers at their resonance exhibit multiple absorption 

peaks due to acoustic and optical modes of spin interaction between adjacent magnetic layers. A 

piezoelectric substrate transfers electric field induced strain to adjacent magnetic layer and thus 

shifts resonance frequencies of the filter by tuning magnetic stiffness fields through 

magnetoelastic coupling. It has been demonstrated numerically that the central resonance 

frequencies of the proposed filter could be up to 84.93 GHz under zero magnetic bias field. A 

larger tunability up to 10.7GHz is achieved when applying electric field 2 MV/m to PMN-

PT[100] substrate. The band number can also be tuned by E-field for Terfenol-D/CoFeB/Ni 

layered structure. It has been shown that the interlayer coupling strength can selectively choose 

one active band, wherein it exhibits a much higher tunability under E-fields compared to other 

bands.  

In sum, three applications of nanomagnets in multiferroic structures, pMTJ, SAW driven SWR 

devices and multiband tunable filters, were presented and evaluated through 3D FEA simulation 

in this dissertation. Particularly, the frequency-domain FEA model developed in this work can 

assist future spintronics and RF device design by providing valuable insights into the underlying 

physics. The present work opens up a new design space for next-generation applications of 

nanomagnets with ultra-low power consumption. 
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Appendix A: Equation Deviation for Demagnetization Field 
 

The deviation of Laplace equation starts from 

,

0

0i i

B

B dV

 


                                                                                                                              (A1) 

By using divergence theorem, Eq. A1 becomes 

, ,i i i i iB dV B dV B dS                                                                                                       (A2) 

Since 0   on the boundary, the second term on the right hand side vanishes. With equation 

 0B M H  , Eq. A2 becomes 
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                                                                                                 (A3) 

Applying divergence theorem again, the Eq. A3 reads as  

   , 0 , , 0 , 0i i i i ii i iB dV M dV M dS                                                               (A4) 

Thus, the Laplace equation is obtained 

M     nr                                                                                                                 (A5) 

n M
n


 


    

magr                                                                                                               (A6) 

Integrate Eq.A5 on the entire space, 

dV mdV                                                                                                                       (A7) 

 Weak form of Eq.A7 is given by Eq.A8 with test function w  
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 wdV m wdV                                                                                                             (A8) 

Integrate by parts, Eq. A8 is rewritten as 

demag

wdV w mdV

H wdV w mdV

    

    

 

 
                                                                                                  (A9) 

where demagH    .  
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Appendix B: Math Operators in Linearized LLG and 

Magnetostriction Strain 
 

Second order math operators 1D , 2D and 3D in Eq.3.2 is given by  

3 2
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Where eqiM and eqiH (i=1,2,3) are equilibrium magnetization and total effective field 

components along i direction. exD describes exchange term with A as exchange constant, meD is 

magnetoelastic field change due to magnetization deviation. demagD is demagnetization field 

change due to magnetization deviation with ijN as demagnetization factor obtained from FEA 

simulation. 
2

,x z  is math operator. 

Feedback magnetostriction strain from magnetic system to piezoelectric system in Eq.3.5 is 

given by18 
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Appendix C: Material Properties for Y-Z cut Lithium Niobate 

 

Parameters for Y-Z cut lithium niobate72 

Density 
34647 /kg m   

Elastic Matrix  

 11

2.424 0.752 0.752 0 0 0

0.752 2.03 0.573 0 0.085 0

0.752 0.573 2.03 0 0.085 0
10

0 0 0 0.752 0 0.085

0 0.085 0.085 0 0.595 0

0 0 0 0.085 0 0.595

Ec Pa

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
  
 

                                                      

Coupling matrix  

2

1.33 0.23 0.23 0 0 0

0 0 0 2.5 0 3.7 /

0 2.5 2.5 0 3.7 0

e C m

 
 

     
  

 

Relative permittivity  

28.7 0 0

0 85.2 0

0 0 85.2
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